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PURPOSE OF THE ANALYSIS 
Part II 

 
 

This project had its genesis in research that discovered many differences in how 
Contracting and non-Contracting Parties have defined and implemented VC signage.  For 
this reason, it was decided to analyze the VC’s English version to identify if it contained 
inconsistencies and omissions that might be hindering correct interpretation of the VC’s 
intentions and might therefore be adversely affecting sign design and usage.   
 
The goal of this report was to provide documentation that could form a basis for the future 
modification of the VC to increase its accessibility to non-Contracting Parties and its 
comprehensibility to all.  
 
Part IIA presents the results of this analysis, which covers the vertical signs of the VC and 
EA.  Mention made of other signage or other documents is incidental.  The analysis was 
conducted from a broad perspective, with inclusion of many examples of sign images from 
around the world.  
 
Because the analysis revealed a need to update and expand the VC’s coverage of signage 
and modify its language, Part IIB presents three tables that address arrangement of signs 
within a category, a methodology for numbering that provides ample room for additions to 
signage where related concepts would be adjacent, and an example of how editing may 
clarify and modernize the text.  
 
All images herein represent real signs in current use in various countries.  
    
This report contains many practical recommendations throughout for how to redesign the 
VC and it ends with an outline of steps that may be taken to achieve that end.  
 
Unless otherwise noted, page numbers listed in the report are in the VC and EA.  The 
pagination for all references in this report is based on the VC’s and EA’s online version, 
which is not an exact match to its print version.  
 
 
Abbreviations used:   
VC  =  Convention on Road Signs and Signals of 1968  (2006 consolidated version) 
EA  =  European Agreement Supplementing the Convention  (1971) 
RE1  =  Consolidated Resolution on Road Traffic  (2010) 
RE2  =  Consolidated Resolution on Road Signs and Signals  (2010) 
VC-RT  =  Convention on Road Traffic of 1968  (2006 amended version) 
WP.29  =  World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations  
UNECE  =  United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 
ISO  =  International Organization for Standardization 
VMS  =  variable message sign(s) 
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PART IIA 

 
 

Throughout this report: 
 

BLUE is for proposed specific additions to the VC or EA. 
RED is for proposed specific deletions to the VC or EA. 
BRACKETS [ ] indicate commentary and clarifications. 

 
 

 

CONVENTION ON ROAD SIGNS AND SIGNALS OF 1968 

 
 
Page 3, ¶ 1, lines 1-2 – “…of road signs, and signals and their symbols and of road 
markings and their symbols is necessary to increase road safety and to facilitate 
international traffic flow worldwide.” 
 
GENERAL PROVISIONS  Article I 
Page 3, (b) – “…means an a densely populated area…”  [inconsistent spelling of “sign-
posted”; within entire document, term appears two times as one word hyphenated, two 
times as one word unhyphenated, and once with a typographical error as “signnposted” (p. 
119, line 8)] 
 
Page 3, (d) line 1 – “…vehicular traffic of at least passenger car width; …”  
 
Page 3, (d) line 3 – “…strip structure or a…”  [“strip” is used in another way elsewhere] 
 
Page 3, (e) lines 3 – “…of motor vehicles other than motor cycles passenger cars 
and/or larger vehicles; ”  
 
Page 3, (e) bis – A cycle lane may be shared with non-motorized traffic, such as  
pedestrians and/or horseriders, or with motorized traffic, such as mopeds, 
motorcycles, taxis, and/or buses.  [addition]  
 
Page 3, (e) ter – A cycle track may be shared with non-motorized traffic, such as 
pedestrians, horseriders, and/or animal-drawn vehicles.  An independent cycle track 
may also be shared with motorized traffic, such as mopeds or agricultural vehicles.   
[addition] 
 
Page 3, (f) – “…means any level crossroad, junction or fork, including the open  
     areas formed by such crossroads, junctions or forks; location where two or  
     more level roads meet or cross; ” 
 
Page 3, (g) – “…a road and a railway track, or a tramway track, or a trolleybus path with 
its own track formation; ”  [inconsistent spelling of “level crossing(s)”; within entire 
document, term appears 36 times hyphenated and eight times unhyphenated] 
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Page 4, (h) (i) and Page 8, ¶ 3, line 2 – “…dividing strip structure…” 
 
Page 4, (h) (iv) – has periodic one-way entry and exit lanes;  [addition] 
 
Page 4, (h) (v) – excludes non-motorized road users;  [addition] 
 
Page 4, (i) (i) – “…stationary in a no parking area for…” 
 
Page 4, (i) (ii) – “…persons or is less than or greater than the time allocated to load or 
unload goods; “  [In this context, most national codes refer to persons and goods in the 
same way, that is, to be loaded or unloaded.  Wording to distinguish humans from goods is 
preferable, which is one of two reasons for the addition to this clause.] 
 
Page 4, (i) (iii) – “Stopped” if it is motionless for any time period in a no parking 
area;  [addition; if accepted, number as (i) and renumber “Standing” and “Parked” as (ii) 
and (iii), respectively]  
 
Page 4, (j) – “…or handcranks, or non-motorized or motorized scooters and those 
motorized wheelchairs travelling at two to three times faster than a walking pace; 
includes goods cycles, cycles with trailers, and cycle rickshaws; “cyclist” means 
any person riding on a cycle, travelling with one foot or both feet on a scooter or 
using a wheelchair at faster than walking pace; “ 
 
Page 4, (l) – [within entire document, “motor cycle(s)” appears consistently 23 times as two 
words; it is now one word “motorcycle(s)” in modern English usage]  
 
Page 4, (n) line 2 – “…for drawing, on the road, …”  [add comma; compare to Page 5, line 
1]  [within entire document, “trolleybus(es)” appears once hyphenated and two times 
unhyphenated] 
 
Page 5, (q) – “…or other vehicle (including a cycle), who is propelling a non-
motorized vehicle, driving an animal cart or dogsled, or riding an animal, or who 
guides cattle, singly or in herds, livestock, or flocks or draught, pack or saddle animals on 
the road; “ 
 
Page 5, (t) – “…the driver drivers of a vehicle vehicles must allow an oncoming vehicle 
vehicles to pass on his their left; “ 
 
Page 5, (u) – “…a driver drivers shall “give way” to other vehicles means that he they 
must not continue or resume his their advance or manoeuvre if by so doing he might they 
may compel…” 
 
EA, Page 119, (v) – “Persons pushing or pulling a child’s carriage, a bath chair or invalid 
wheelchair, a rickshaw, or any other small vehicle without an engine, or pulling pushing 
a cycle, a scooter,  or moped or motorcycle; and handicapped persons travelling in 
invalid wheelchairs propelled by such persons or moving at walking pace; and persons 
travelling on skis, skates, skateboards or non-motorized scooters, shall be treated as 
pedestrians.” 
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[Not included in the definitions above is provision for snowmobiles.  
Example of motorized and non-motorized scooters re Pages 4, (j) and 119, (v) above:  

         
Categorizing these light vehicles is problematic.  Some communities view them as 
pedestrian vehicles; other communities consider them to be akin to cycles and ban them 
from being ridden on footpaths.]  
 
Page 7, Article 4 (b) line 3 – “…safety. ; “  [change to include two additions below] 
 
Page 7, Article 4 (c) – To enclose any sign with a board whose color matches the 
color of the sign’s ground or border, thereby limiting perception of the sign’s shape 
or type from an appropriate distance;  [addition 1] 

                                      
 
Page 7, Article 4 (d) – To affix any sign on the reverse side of another sign if the 
perceived shape of either sign is compromised.  [addition 2] 

        
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article 7  
Page 9, ¶ 4, line 1 – “Signs having two dark or two light adjacent graphic elements of 
different colours in the signs may be differentiated by means of contrasting light or dark 
narrow strips internal rims, respectively.”  [EA, page 17, points 24 and 26 – refers to 
these contrasting outline colors as “rims”.] 
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article 9  
Page 10, ¶ 1, line 1 – [The word “model” is used throughout the VC in several ways: for 
generic category sign designs specifying shape, configuration and color, such as Aa; for 
variations in the generic designs, such as A, 28; and for alternative sign designs, such as B, 
2a/b.  To create separate meanings, “model,” “model variant,” and “alternative signs” may 
be used for the first, second, and third examples above, respectively.] 
 
Page 10, ¶ 5, line 5 – “…warning of swing opening bridges…”  [“swing” refers to 
horizontal opening and is too specific; “opening” includes vertically raised drawbridges] 
 
Page 10, ¶ 5, lines 11-12 – “…bearing respectively one or two or one oblique red bars on 
a white or yellow ground are set up at about one third and two thirds equal intervals of 
the distance between the first sign encountered by drivers and the swing opening 
bridge or railway line.” 
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ROAD SIGNS  Article I3 
Page 12, ¶ 4 – [This is the first reference in the VC to “zone” and “zonal validity.”  Though 
the definition of a zone may seem obvious, application of zone signs is erratic.  For 
instance, one country may designate a no parking area for goods vehicles as a zone, while 
another country designates the same type of area merely as no parking for goods vehicles.  
State roads in the USA designate short road sections as “no passing zone” or “speed zone,” 
yet the same type of road sections on the same road may have the same restrictions 
without being labeled “zone.”  One European country uses zone start and end signs for a 
side road only a few meters long where vehicles are permitted to reverse direction.  
Another European country labels its bus stops as zones, though without using zone end 
signs.  (The VC should therefore avoid using the word “zone” except where it applies to an 
actual zone requiring zone signage; see “danger zone” used on page 53, at G, 19, line 3.)   
 
Examples of how various countries apply the word “zone” to road signs: 
 

active volcano  
advisory speed  
average speed safety camera 
bicycles  
blasting  
bus stop 
camera  
congestion (low traffic) 
crash 
crime watch 
customs  
disabled persons  

environmental (non-urban)  
fallen rocks 
forest fire  
goods vehicles  
hospital  
library 
loading/unloading  
low emissions  
maximum speed  
military firing 
no bicycles 

no goods vehicles 
no motor vehicles 
no overtaking 
no parking  
no stopping  
parking  
pedestrian  
quiet 
residential  
road work  
safety (natural disaster)  

safety (ped crossing) 
school  
school bus  
shared  
silver  
towaway 
traffic calming 
traffic control  
tsunami hazard 
vehicle turning  
wheel clamp 

 
Not all these appear to be valid descriptions of zones.]  
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ROAD SIGNS  Article I3 bis 
Page 12, ¶ 2 bis – [For tunnels 1,000 m or more, length is to be indicated on E, 11a or on H, 
2 in which the numeral is flanked by upward pointing arrows.  In practice, the arrowless 
numeral of H, 1, which is to be used for distance from sign to tunnel, is used instead on 
advance signs to indicate tunnel length.  (Also, tunnel length is occasionally indicated with 
only one arrow.)  This confuses distance to tunnel with tunnel length.  The VC should state 
that E, 11a should display tunnel length with two arrows.   
 
These signs are used in different European countries to indicate tunnel length both at and 
in advance of the tunnel.] 

    
 

Page 13, ¶ 4 – [Provision is made for indicating distance from sign to starting point for 
section E signs, but distance information is also useful on signs in other sections.  No 
instruction is given for additionally indicating length of road to which a sign applies, yet in 
practice both numbers may be seen on additional panels or on sign boards.  The difference 
between H, 1 and H, 2 is potentially confusing when used together, especially when 
placement is inconsistent.]  

             
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article I4 
Page 13, ¶ 4 – [No instruction is given for how to display more than two languages, a 
necessity in certain regions.]   
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article I6 
Page 13, ¶ 2 – [Instruction is needed for display of bilingual numerals.]  
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article I8 
Page 14 and EA, Page 121, point 10 – [Rules for design of place identification signs are 
presented and five examples of such signs are mentioned, but no images are shown or 
numbers assigned for this type of signage.]   
 
ROAD SIGNS  Article 21 
Page 14, ¶ 1 – “…are rare or in advance of and at motorway exits leading to such  
     facilities.” 
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General comments: [Guidance is needed for sign installation on road sections where 
many different types of warnings, regulations, or facilities/services are pertinent and 
therefore where 10 or more signs, some with additional panels, may be hung on the same 
or adjacent poles or clustered together on one board.  Drivers must slow down or stop to 
absorb all the information.]  
 
TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNALS  Article 23 
Page 15, ¶ 1, (b) (i) line 6 – “…to swing opening bridges…” 
 
Page 16, ¶ 5, line 3 – “…direction of traffic., that is, the red light shall be on the left 
where driving is on the right-hand side of the road and the red light shall be on the 
right where driving is on the left-hand side of the road.”   [addition] 
 
Page 16, ¶ 9, line 6 – “…the above-mentioned arrows mentioned above.”  
 
Page 17, ¶ 13 –  [The VC should be updated to cover signals specifically for buses and 
horseriders.] 
 
Page 17, ¶ 13, line 3 – “…rectangular plate additional panel showing…” 
 
EA, Page 121, point 12, line 7 – “…red and green respectively.  Two lights facing in the 
same direction shall…” 
 
TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNALS  Article 24 
Page 18, ¶ 3 –  [The VC indicates a red light preference for a standing human figure.  
Because the image of a hand is gaining popularity as a “do not walk” symbol, the VC 
should consider either mentioning or advocating use of this symbol.] 

  
 
ROAD MARKINGS  Article 27 
Page 19, ¶ 4-5 – [No provision for combined pedestrian/cyclist crossings] 
 
ROAD MARKINGS  Article 28 
Page 19, ¶ 1, line 4 – [Should a more precise word replace “strips”?] 
 
MISCELLANEOUS  Article 31 
Page 21, ¶ 2 – [Road work signage (continuous or discontinuous barriers) is briefly 
mentioned and colors specified: red/white, red/yellow, black/white, and black/yellow stripes.  
The EA countries (page 121, point 13) will not use the latter two.  Despite these two 
restrictions, blue/white markers and other color combinations and non-stripe designs are 
used by Contracting Parties at road sites in Europe and elsewhere.   
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These hazard markers have application far beyond road work, as they are also part of 
permanent signage.  More attention needs to be paid to their design and deployment, since 
their indication of direction (or misdirection) tends to be overlooked.  Despite improvement 
in consistent installation during the last few years on major European roads, rules are 
needed.]   

                               
 
Also to be considered is whether the markings on some obstacle markers too closely 
resemble A, 29 signs.  

 
 

LEVEL CROSSINGS  Article 35 
Page 22, ¶ 1 and EA Page 122, point 16, line 4 – [Level crossing gate colors are specified, 
but no numbers are assigned and no images are shown.]  
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section A, Danger Warning Signs 
Page 31, Models – [At least one visual example for all permitted design variations should 
be provided throughout the VC.  Absence of such images and of the consolidation of all 
information pertaining to each sign has in part or in whole led to misinterpretation of how to 
design and implement VC signage, particularly, but not exclusively, among non-Contracting 
Parties. 
 
Model Ab, due to a printing error, is in white (pages 83 and 87) whereas its ground is to be 
yellow.]  
 
Page 31, Signs A, 1a-d, Bends – [Many non-Contracting Parties, especially those using 
model Ab, and a few Contracting Parties employ anywhere from several to dozens of signs 
to depict more specific types of bends and roads intersecting with bends.  This provides an 
accurate picture of road configuration and it often permits one sign instead of two signs, or 
one sign with an additional panel, to convey that configuration.] 

                                  
 
Pages 31-32, line 4, Signs A, 2a-d and A, 3, a-d, Slopes – “…the sign panel and…width of 
the panel sign bottom.” 
 
[Most modern drivers may find percentage easier to comprehend than ratio, and use of 
ratio on A, 2 and A, 3 has become rare.  Eliminating ratio as an option should therefore be 
considered.  Some countries use the symbol of a goods vehicle instead of a car.  This is 
preferable in that slopes affect goods vehicles more than cars and in that these signs 
command the attention of goods vehicle drivers, but this is not preferable in that car drivers 
may not realize they also face a hazard.  In addition, the definitions for dangerous descent 
and steep ascent do not state that the percentage or ratio should be adjusted to coincide 
with the gradient; this should be added because at least one country is using the VC’s 
example of 10% on all slopes regardless of their gradient. 
 
Is it permissible to place two vehicles in the sign to warn of the slowness of heavy vehicles?  
When two gradients of different steepness are in proximity, is one combination sign 
permissible or should two separate signs be required?]  

                            
 
Page 32, Signs A, 4a/b, Narrowing – [A sign (“A, 4c”) should be added for narrowing on the 
right side.  As these signs are often confused with a need to merge and are used for merge 
instead of G, 12, the definition should state that narrowing means a tighter road and not 
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lane loss requiring a merge.  Some countries adjust the images as in the three examples 
below on the right to clarify their interpretation of the sign’s meaning.  Potential danger 
exists when persons from countries where A, 4 does not mean merge drive in countries 
where A, 4 means merge and they do not realize in advance that a lane is ending.  In 
addition, some countries use A, 4 for both narrowing with merge and with no merge.  The 
three signs on the left are used for lane loss.  (See also G, 12 on page 109.) 

                    
 
Creating signs for the end of narrowed road, that is, road widening (without an increase in 
number of lanes) may be considered since many countries use these signs.  (The VC signs 
E, 1a and G, 11a/b indicate road widening due to lane addition as information not in the 
warning sign model.  This is probably due to sign design as the rectangular signs of 
sections E and G can accommodate arrow symbols for multiple lanes with greater visibility 
than section A signs can.  )  

                
 
Whether from overhead, from ground level, or from the side in cross-section, the symbols 
for all warning signs, except A, 4, depict the road in black.  Switching to a depiction of a 
white narrowing road probably does not adversely affect comprehension or legibility.  
Reversing the colors of the narrowing road symbol to depict the road as black does not 
appear to be an improvement and may in fact be detrimental.]  

                
 
Page 32, Sign A, 5, Swing Bridge – [This sign’s name is too specific and it should be 
renamed “Opening Bridge.”  The sign image depicts a drawbridge.  Swing bridges open 
horizontally, whereas the warning should include drawbridges, which open vertically.  This 
change should also be made on page 36 (Sign A, 29).] 
 
Page 32, Sign A, 6, Quay or Riverbank – [This sign pertains to danger at the road’s end, 
not alongside the road.  Several countries also have warning signs for driving beside 
waterways and for driving on steep cliffs.  Not all countries have guardrails on their bridges, 
which may justify adding another warning sign to the VC.  
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The VC mentions “riverbank” four times, once as two words and three times as one word.] 
 
Page 32, Signs A, 7a-c, Uneven Road – [Warning of variations in a road’s vertical 
alignment may be best served by dividing the meanings of A, 7 signs and creating two new 
signs.  A, 7a may represent a bumpy road, either due to Nature or to road work.   
A, 7b may represent only artificial structures, such as speed hump(s) or speed table(s).  A, 
7c may represent a dramatic depression in the road, though it should be the responsibility 
of local authorities to determine when A, 7a or 7c best expresses this hazard.  A new sign 
should be adopted for hump bridge since a major difference exists between a small ridge in 
a road and the large structure of a bridge and since such signs are already in fairly wide 
use.   Signs are even more prevalent for a water-filled dip or a stream across a road in an 
area of low elevation; the former hazard is mainly that water hides the dip’s depth, which 
may result in trapping the vehicle, whereas the latter hazard is that of temporary brake 
failure due to wetness.]  

           
 
Page 33, Signs A, 10a/b, Loose Gravel – [The VC symbol warns drivers to beware of flying 
gravel, but there is little drivers can do to avoid the hazard except perhaps to stay as near 
to the road’s shoulder as possible.  The signs of at least five countries issue the opposite 
warning, that is, to caution drivers not to spray gravel on oncoming traffic.  Which is the 
better warning?   

 

 

 

  
Left-hand side of road driving Right-hand side of road driving 

 
Many countries use A, 10 on short road sections (often during road work) and a different 
sign or no sign for end of paved road.  The unpaved road may not be a gravel road.  It is 
worth considering whether to adopt this other sign.]  

 
 
Page 33, (b) line 2, Signs A, 11a/b, Falling Rocks – “…the sign panel in…” 
 
[This sign should be renamed “Fallen Rocks” since the usual hazard is from rocks and 
debris already on the road rather than from the act of falling.  The distinction is important.  A 
reasonable response to the implication that rocks may be rolling across the road or even 
falling onto the vehicle is – drive faster to reduce exposure time to the hazard. However, the 
reasonable response to rocks on the road is the opposite – slow down to navigate around 
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the hazard.  Requiring rather than merely permitting the symbol to depict rocks on the road 
may improve driver comprehension of the main hazard.   

           
 
It is also important to see a warning sign if the hazard may occur on the far side of the road 
since oncoming traffic may switch lanes to avoid a blocked road.   
 
The VC stipulates for both models Aa and Ab that the right-hand part of the symbol belongs 
in the sign’s right-hand corner.  A, 11a fits in this way in the triangular sign, but not A, 11b 
in the diamond shape.  Even when tilted, A, 11b does not fit.  This has led model Ab 
countries to use A, 11b without the corner fit or to redesign the symbol to fit in the corner or 
to use another symbol.] 

        
 
Page 33, Signs A, 12a/b, Pedestrian Crossing – [Since section E has three pedestrian 
crossing signs, there should be three pedestrian crossing warning signs to complement 
each of the E signs.  In addition, to be considered is a permanent Pedestrians on the Road 
sign, which is used in many countries for shared road (no footpath or shoulder) or for areas 
of high pedestrian volume (such as near schools, senior citizen centers, ferry terminals, 
train stations, and bus stops), to complement the VMS (RE2, page 32) for the same 
concept.  The proposed VMS, defined as “pedestrians walking along the road,” should be 
reconsidered as the symbol is the same as for A, 12 pedestrian crossing and therefore 
suggests crossing more than sharing.]  

        
 
Page 33, Sign A, 13, Children – [Some countries have created more specific signs 
pertaining to children: school zone, school crossing guard, school bus route and bus stop, 
playground, and play street, which is especially relevant in developing countries where 
football and other sports are practiced on the road.  Of these, adoption of uniform school 
zone signage, which belongs in section E, is worth studying.  

            
 
Also to consider is signage for protection of the elderly – in the form of warning signs, 
crossing signs, and establishment of silver zones like those in eastern Asia.]  
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Page 33, Sign A, 14, Cyclists Entering/Crossing – [Some countries have begun separating 
signs for entering and crossing.  If a separate warning sign for crossing is developed, it 
should be coordinated with a comparable section E sign for cycle crossing.  To date, only 
one country has a combined pedestrian and cycle crossing warning sign; this combination 
is seen more often as a section E sign.  Many other specific cycle signs are in use to warn 
drivers, cyclists, or both: share the road, turn hazards, steep slopes, slippery rail tracks, 
and motor vehicles entering.   

           
 
The symbol for cycle should also be considered.  The cyclist is part of the warning sign, but 
not included in section C and D signs.  Should there be only one symbol?  Some 
Contracting Parties use a riderless cycle symbol on their warning signs.  Research has 
shown distance legibility to be similar for a riderless cycle and a ridden cycle.  That the 
riderless cycle symbol resembles the moped symbol may not be an argument against 
adopting it since the moped symbol does not appear to be used on warning signs.]  

                 
 
Page 33, Signs A, 15a/b, Animals Crossing – [Signs with the best message convey that 
animals may cross in groups.  However, signs with a single figure have greater distance 
legibility.  Because animals cross from both directions, having crossing signs on both sides 
of the road visible to all drivers may be helpful and/or an additional panel with a “look both 
ways” arrow, text, or both accompanying each crossing sign.]   

                
 

Page 34, Signs A, 17a-c, Light Signals – [Not all countries follow the VC rule pertaining to 
placement of horizontal light signals so placement where driving is on the left-hand vs. 
right-hand side of the road is unpredictable.  This is problematic for color blind drivers 
(deuteranopia and protanopia) and may be extra hazardous if these drivers are also 
dyslexic, are driving in foreign countries where light sequence is the opposite of what they 
are accustomed to, and/or are experiencing sun glare.  To assist color blind drivers, several 
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Canadian provinces have horizontal lights of three varied shapes though their warning sign 
depicts only circular vertical lights.  Japan embeds an X shape in its red signals and new 
USA signals use a blue-green spectrum for the green signals.  

 
Traffic light signals 

  
 

  
normal vision colorblind type d or p normal vision colorblind type d or p 

 
The VC should state that the warning sign used should correspond to lights arrangement.  
In practice, the vertical arrangement of A, 17a is often used to warn of horizontal lights 
ahead.  The VC should also state that these signs are needed only when signals are not 
visible from a safe distance.  
 
The A, 17 symbol would have greater distance legibility on both white and yellow grounds if 
outlined, particularly in black.  For improved visibility, one country with yellow warning signs 
uses a white ground only for A, 17 (image on the left).  A better solution may be adding 
either one or three individual black internal rims to the symbol.] 

                
 
Page 34, Signs A, 18a-g, Intersection – [The EA’s chosen A, 18a symbol does not coincide 
with its priority counterpart A, 19a symbol; rather, A, 18b and A, 19a are counterparts.  This 
choice was made to distinguish between the two signs, but, unlike other signs (excepting A, 
26b), the symbol is designed to reflect the road layout.  Most countries do not realize that A, 
18a-g are examples; adding intersection signs is permissible.  It is worth asking if A, 19 
signs should replace all A, 18 signs to always indicate priority.]  
 
Page 34, Signs A, 19a-c, Intersection, Driver on Priority Road – [A, 19a/b coincides with A, 
18b/c, but A, 19c displays a type of sharp intersection different from that shown in A, 18d.  
The difference between signage for a sharp intersection (of the A, 19c type) and a merge is 
not understood in many countries, which has led countries to define A, 19c differently.  The 
definition should state that A, 19c does not represent a true merge and that the minor road 
depicted is usually a two-way road.  Most countries do not realize that A, 19a-c are 
examples; adding priority intersection signs is permissible.  More A, 19 examples in the VC 
would therefore be welcome; their absence has resulted in sign assemblies (see page 82) 
that challenge comprehension.  Four of Sweden’s 21 priority intersection images:   

                
 

Latin America uses delta symbols where triangular islands abut the road.  Deltas may be 
found worldwide so creation of signs for this type of intersection is worth consideration.]  
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Page 34, Signs A, 20 and A, 21a/b, Intersection, Driver on Non-Priority Road – [Most 
countries using A, 20 render the symbol in red, resulting in an abstract shape hard to 
comprehend.  A, 21’s black symbol, on the other hand, may be more comprehensible in red 
and also with the word “stop” added.  However, these signs may need rethinking – that the 
EA has bypassed their use indicates their design may be problematic. 
 
Instead of an arrow, some countries include the distance to the give way or stop sign.  

                         
 

The VC should state that installing A, 20 and A, 21 is necessary only when the give way or 
stop sign is not visible from a safe distance. 
 
Another way to depict non-priority ahead is to use symbols that reverse the minor and 
major roads, that is, the opposite of the A, 19 symbols.] 

             
 
Page 34, Sign A, 22, Roundabout – [Two of the Australian states use warning signs to 
depict a variety of roundabout configurations, but these symbols may not be conducive to 
triangular shaped signs.] 

            
 
Page 35, Sign A, 23, Two-way Traffic – [The definition is unclear as to whether this sign, 
when used for a temporary condition, may apply to a single file road or only to contraflow 
traffic on multilane roads.  Warning signs for all contraflow traffic and for only bus or cycle 
traffic vary widely.   

                
 

In addition, many countries have warning signs for two-way cross traffic.  The cycle signs 
below warn of contraflow cross traffic.  The VC should consider adding signage for two-way 
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cross traffic and, with different symbols, for contraflow traffic both perpendicular and parallel 
to the road axis.  Most countries indicate contraflow traffic with section G signage.]  

                 
Cross traffic Contraflow cross traffic 

 
Page 35, Sign A, 24, Congestion – [It should be considered whether two types of 
congestion signs are needed.  It may be argued that, due to low traffic speed, congested 
areas are safer.  Crashes do occur, but the damage is usually minor.  Many, if not most, 
drivers view congestion more as an inconvenience and an annoyance than as a danger.  
Research on A, 24 VMS has shown that substantial numbers of drivers who comprehend 
the sign do not perceive “danger.”  This may partly be due to how the sign is used – both to 
inform drivers to expect delays from heavy traffic in certain directions and to warn of 
potentially hazardous backup of traffic at motorway exits.  Combining the two concepts into 
a single sign dilutes the message of a hazard.] 
 
Page 35, Signs A, 25 and A, 26, Level Crossings – [A, 26b appears fit for model Ab only 
and is generally used in that way, except that at least one Contracting Party combines A, 
26b with Aa.  Is this permissible?  A, 26b has inspired many variations that mirror track 
configuration relative to the road.  Countries using A, 26a either omit track configuration or 
display it on additional panels.  

                        
 
Although A, 26a should have a high comprehension rate, it is worth asking whether 
depicting track configuration is necessary and, if yes, whether it is best depicted on a 
warning sign or an additional panel.   
     
Depiction of level crossing on a side road has many variations.   

                 
 

When two-way single or multitrack railways are ahead, it is worthwhile to post A, 26a on 
both sides of the road with the symbol reversed.] 
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Page 35, Sign A, 27, Tram Crossing – “To give warning of an intersection with a tramway 
line, unless such intersection is a level-crossing as defined in Article 1 of the 
Convention, symbol A, 27 may be used.”    
  
[When two-way single or multitrack tramways are ahead, it is worthwhile to post A, 27a on 
both sides of the road with the symbol reversed. 

      
 

Because a sign warning of electric cables is used in most countries, it is worth considering 
for adoption.] 

              
 
Page 35, Signs A, 28a-c, Level Crossings Here – [Model A, 28c pertains to multitracks; a 
symbol for this type of model for single tracks should be added beside A, 28a.  

      
 

Absence of the symbol for single tracks has led at least one Contracting Party to combine 
two different A, 28 models for single and multiple tracks.  

      
 
The VC does not indicate whether multitracks should be indicated with an added symbol 
only below the A, 28a symbol, as shown in its A, 28b example.   

      
 

For single tracks and multitracks with two-way rail traffic, it is worth repeating the directive 
suggested above for A, 26 and A, 27 to look both ways to protect all vehicle drivers and 
riders and pedestrians.]   
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EA, Page 124, point 17, lines 1-2, Signs A, 28a/b, Level Crossings Here – [The symbols 
are permitted to have red stripes, presumably either longitudinal or lateral, but stripes are 
not mentioned for other colors.   

                  
 
In addition, where tracks are not paved over, rules are needed for signage in advance of 
and at the site of decommissioned railways and tramways.]   
 
Page 36, Signs A, 29a-c, Countdown Markers – [It is stipulated that A, 5, 25, 26, or 27 is to 
be placed above A, 29a and may also be placed above A, 29b and 29c.  In practice, many 
countries use a variety of signs, signals, or both above A, 29b and 29c.  The combination 
may total four signs/signals atop A, 29b and/or 29c.  
 
Some countries use only A, 29b and 29c (and not A, 29a) and place both relatively near the 
tracks.  Should the VC stipulate that all three markers are necessary and should minimum 
distances for their installation be set?  
 
Many national sign manuals display these signs in reverse order.  A reminder may be 
added that the correct order starts with A, 29a in keeping with the concept of countdown.  
 
Signs of this long vertical shape and usual installation low to the ground may be referred to 
as “markers” rather than panels since the VC uses “panels” for two other meanings.  
 
One country applies countdown markers ahead of dangerous bends and other hazards.  
Should the VC adopt this concept?  

             
 
It may also be desirable to coordinate the design of A, 29 signs with the countdown 
markers for motorway exits (G, 22a-c) and to consider whether A, 29 should display 
distance to hazard like G, 22 signs do.  /  Direction of countdown marker stripes vis-à-vis 
direction of travel are discussed on page 117 of this report.]  
 
Page 36, Sign A, 30, Airfield – [it may be considered whether the symbol should be 
reversed horizontally and vertically to create four signs to warn more specifically of the 
direction from which to expect the hazard – noise, vibration, and possibly wind.  
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A few countries have added helicopter warning signs to their national sign codes.]   

 
 
Page 36, Sign A, 31, Crosswind – [The VC does not offer guidance for symbol color on 
yellow grounds.]  

           
 
Page 48, Sign E, 11a, Tunnel – [The VC permits this section E sign to be used with a 
indication of distance to warn of a tunnel ahead.  Very many, if not most, countries have a 
section A warning sign for tunnel, a strong reason to add the sign to the VC. ] 

        
 
RE2, Page 32, Sign A, 35, Accident – [Many countries use the A, 35 symbol for both a 
crash and high risk area, while other countries have two distinct symbols.  It should be 
considered whether the same or different symbols are preferable.  

           
 
Some countries have developed signs or additional panels to warn of specific types of 
crashes in high risk areas.]  

 
 
General comments: [A subsection should be created to consolidate all hazard markers for 
advance and proximate warnings.  Advance warnings: countdown markers A, 29a-c and G, 
22a-c.  Proximate warnings: level crossings A, 28a-c and obstacle markers for permanent 
and temporary barriers (pages 21, ¶ 2 and 62, ¶ 46).  Since markings on permanent vertical 
structures are generally considered to be vertical signage and most, if not all, countries 
classify them as vertical, the VC should consider moving marker rules from Road Markings 
to Road Signs and amplifying those rules. 
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A model for end of warning is needed.  Its absence has led to many variations.]  

      
 

                    
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section B, Priority Signs 
Page 36, lines1-4 – [Instead of advocating creation of intersection warning signs to depict 
bend configuration with priority, the VC suggests (page 36, section B, NOTE) placing road 
layout priority configurations on additional panels beneath warning or priority signs.  This 
has led to sign combinations (sometimes with two warning signs instead of a sign plus an 
additional panel) that are difficult for many drivers to understand, that contradict each other, 
and that may increase comprehension time.  Other difficulties are that (1) not all countries 
have conveyed the same message with the same symbols and (2) some countries have 
applied the VC suggestion to other road conditions and thereby created even more 
needlessly complicated signage.   
 
Signs A-E mean the same.  During the last few years, the countries using B-type and C-
type signs have begun replacing them with D-type and E-type signs, respectively.  

 
  

  

A B C D E 
 
Signs F and G mean the same, H and I mean the same, and J and K mean the same.]    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F G  H I  J K 
 
Page 36 and EA, Page 124, point 18, line 3, Sign B, 1 Give Way – [The VC instructs that 
additional panels should be placed below signs.  In practice, these panels are seen below 
and above signs.  No guidance is given for sign assemblies involving two signs.  The result 
is that the priority may not always be clear enough to all drivers.]  

                                      
 
A wider border for B, 1, to distinguish this sign from symbolic signs, may be desirable.   
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EA, Page 124, point 18, line 8, Sign B, 2a, Stop – [The color of the word “stop” may be 
white or yellow for permanent signs.  However, one European country uses white on 
permanent stop signs and yellow to indicate a temporary condition.]  
 
Page 37, line 4, and EA, Page 124, point 18, line 9, Sign B, 2a, Stop – “…height of the 
panel sign;  
 
Page 37, lines 3-4, and EA, Page 124, point 18, lines 8-9, Sign B, 2a, Stop – [The VC and 
EA state that the word height is to be at least one-third of the sign height (33.3%).  On the 
image depicted, the word height is approximately 19% of the sign height. 

 
VC SIGN 

 
The word height relative to the sign height varies widely on European stop signs, from 
approximately 23% to 45%.  The signs of most countries have STOP letters below the VC’s 
minimum requirement.] 

 
      23%  45% 

 
Page 37, lines 2-3, Sign B, 2b, Stop – [The VC states that the circular shape has within it 
sign B, 1 with no inscription.  However, the image of B, 2b shows the word STOP mostly 
inside the triangle.  This is because STOP is regarded as a symbol though it is not formally 
defined as such (EA, page 120, point 9, line 8).  Where STOP is mentioned as a road 
marking, it is referred to as a “word.”]  
 
Page 37, Signs B, 3 and B, 4, Priority and End of Priority – “…median band bar 
perpendicular…forming such a band.”  The bar or band will therefore slope downward 
from right to left.  [addition] 
 
[If any interest arises in replacing B, 3 and B, 4, it is worth examining comparable signs 
used in eastern Asia.  The often abrupt appearance of B, 4 at intersections to indicate end 
of priority, especially with no additional panel, is a hazard to drivers who may have had 
priority for many kilometers and who may not comprehend the sign and therefore that they 
must give way at subsequent intersections.]  
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Page 37, Sign B, 5, Not Your Priority – “If on a narrow section of a two-way road where 
two vehicles passing each other simultaneously is difficult or impossible, …”  [See also 
discussion of B, 5 in this report on page 104.]  
 
Page 38, Sign B, 6, Your Priority – [The symbol may seem illogical relative to the B, 5 
symbol, which depicts a wide arrow for “your priority” and a narrow arrow for “not your 
priority.”  The B, 6 “your priority” arrow is also shorter than its “not your priority” arrow.  The 
reasoning is that the hazard to drivers from oncoming traffic may be present regardless of 
who has priority.  

 

  

 

VC signs  
Both “oncoming traffic” arrows larger 

 
In practice on these two signs, countries depict the two arrows either in equal size or with 
both priority arrows larger in width, length, or both.   

        
All arrows same size Both priority arrows larger 

 
Because many countries do not use B, 6, it may be worth questioning if it is necessary.  
Where the sign is not used, drivers correctly assume they have priority because no sign to 
the contrary is posted.]  
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section C, Prohibitory or Restrictive Signs 
Page 38,  ¶ 2, lines 4-5 – [Examples in section C depict an oblique red bar evenly bisecting 
the roundel at a 45 degree angle.  Is this a rule?  Some countries change the position 
and/or angle of the bar to improve symbol perception and comprehension, though these 
changes are also seen where no benefit exists.  

                               
In addition, no instruction is given to countries having left-hand driving as to the 
permissibility of reversing the red prohibition bar’s direction.  This has led to inconsistency 
in the bar’s direction especially among those countries, but this inconsistency is present too 
where right-hand driving is the rule.  (See also C, 11 on page 90 and page 114, ¶ 1.)  
Because reversal of the bar’s direction is widespread and because this reversal 
undermines using the direction to mean prohibition vs. “end,” this may be an argument for 
replacing the red bar with a different way to indicate “end.”]  
     
Page 38, Sign C, 1a, No Entry – [Some countries apply this sign to individual lanes, both to 
lanes in the driver’s direction and to lanes for oncoming traffic to warn drivers that the road 
is two-way.  The VC should therefore state that the sign is meant for the entire road.  The 
VC states that C signs may have yellow grounds, but C, 1a’s horizontal bar is not a ground.  
The VC should clarify which bar color(s) are permissible.  
 
A few countries bend or stretch and bend C, 1a in certain locations to create visibility for 
side traffic.  This may enhance road safety and be worth consideration for adoption.  

        
 
A few countries supplement C, 1a with road markings consisting of double lines 
perpendicular to the roadside or the words “no entry.”  The solid line faces the “wrong way” 
driver.  This idea is worth considering.] 

                
 
Page 38, Sign C, 2, No Entry from Either Direction – [Because some countries apply this 
sign to shoulders, the VC should state that the sign is meant for the entire road.  A wider 
border, to distinguish this sign from symbolic prohibition signs, may be desirable.]   
 
Page 38, Sign C, 3a, No Entry for Motor Vehicles Except Motorcycles Without Side Cars – 
[Because countries define this sign inconsistently, its definition and application vis-à-vis 
motorcycles is worth reconsidering.  Is the distinction between motorcycles with and without 
sidecars still relevant?]  
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Page 38, Sign C, 3b, No Motorcycles – [This sign includes two-wheel and three-wheel off-
road vehicles (ORVs) and probably small continuous track all terrain vehicles (ATVs).  To 
be considered is whether these vehicles should have their own symbols, whether a 
snowmobile sign is needed, and whether riderless or ridden vehicle symbols are preferable 
for motorcycles and other vehicles.] 
 
Page 38, Sign C, 3c, No Cycles – [C, 3c may mean no cycles at all (mounted or 
dismounted) and also no mounted cycles only.  Is a dismount sign or an additional panel 
needed to differentiate between them?] 
 
Page 38, Sign C, 3d, No Mopeds – [Not all countries have this sign.  Some countries treat 
mopeds as motorcycles and others treat mopeds as bicycles.] 
 
Page 38, Sign C, 3e, No Goods Vehicles – [Throughout, heavy non-passenger vehicles are 
called “goods vehicles” though not all heavy vehicles carry cargo; examples are 
construction vehicles, bucket trucks, sanitation vehicles for street cleaning and trash pickup, 
fire trucks, snowplows, snowcats, and military tanks.  Would a better appellation be “heavy 
vehicles”?] 
 
RE2, Page 31, Signs C, 3e and C, 10, No Goods Vehicles and Minimum Following 
Distance – [The symbols should be white, not gray, since gray is associated with end  
of prohibition.] 
  
Page 39, Sign C, 3f, No Trailers Except Semis and Single Axle – “…to replace, in the 
symbol, the silhouette of the rear end of a lorry goods vehicle by that of the rear end of a 
bus or private car, …”  [This is the only time the word “lorry” is used in the VC.] 
 
Page 38, Signs C, 3e, 3f, and 3g, Unladen Mass Restriction – [The VC stipulates unladen 
mass is to be indicated by a light-colored inscription on the symbol or by an additional 
panel below the sign.  Many countries inscribe the number in dark letters above or below 
the symbol.  Because the message is clear and legible, should this also be permitted or, if 
dark letters are found to be more legible than light-colored letters, should they replace 
inscriptions on the symbol?  

                
 
Most countries use a side view, but a few use a back view whose meaning may differ from 
country to country.]  
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Page 39, Sign C, 3h, No Vehicles with Dangerous Goods – [A few countries use a side 
view of a vehicle on either their sign or additional panel.  Is this permissible? 

          
 
Using a diamond-shaped symbol for dangerous goods may be an idea of interest.] 

      
 
Page 39, Sign C, 3i, No Pedestrians – [The VC symbol of a human figure for warning of a 
pedestrian crossing and for no entry for pedestrians is the same.  This may cause the 
prohibition sign’s meaning to be misinterpreted as no crossing for pedestrians.  

         
 
A few countries use a children symbol to mean all pedestrians, which is not advisable.]  

 
 
Page 39, Sign C, 3l, No Agricultural Motor Vehicles – [Should the sign be renamed or 
redefined to include other types of slow vehicles?]  
 
Page 39, ¶ 1(c) end, NOTE – [The VC states that red oblique prohibition bars should not be 
interrupted where crossing C, 3 symbols provided perception or comprehension is not 
impaired.  Examples of C, 3 signs depict symbols that are either (1) opaque or partly 
transparent and (2) with or without a thin white rim(s).  Should the design be defined more 
precisely or are all forms acceptable?  

  

 

  
OPAQUE TRANSPARENT  RIM NO RIM 

 
One may assume that prohibition signs with no slanted bars are “best” because the symbol 
has total visibility.  One may also assume that prohibition signs with slanted bars are “best” 
because bars, especially in front of symbols, deliver a strong message, have a high level of 
comprehensibility as prohibitions, and match the design of ISO prohibition signs.  A 
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compromise to consider is requiring bars placed behind symbols because completing the 
bar is easier for the human mind than completing most symbols.  
 
A large variety of design styles exists in practice for prohibition signs regarding use of 
slanted bars.  Are all permissible?]  
 

 
 
Page 39, Signs C, 4a/b, No Entry for 2/3 Vehicle Types – [Because many countries use a 
horizontal red bar on C, 4a and a Y-shaped or X-shaped bar on C, 4b, it should be stated 
that the oblique bar is to be retained or omitted entirely.  It seems inconsistent that the EA 
omits the bar on C, 3 signs, but not on C, 4 signs. 

                   
 
The VC sign arranges three symbols as in the center sign above.  Are other symbol 
arrangements permitted? 
        
The VC stipulates separate signs are needed for conveying a prohibition on more than 
three road users, but more specific guidance would be helpful on how to display these 
separate signs.]   
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Page 40, Signs C, 5 and C, 6, Width Restriction and Height Restriction – [Should provision 
be made for use of the national language, two languages, and two systems  
of measurement?]  

           
 

Page 40, Sign C, 7, Laden Mass Restriction – [Should provision be made for use of the 
national language and two languages?  Must “ton” or “tonne” always be abbreviated since 
their meaning is not the same (t = short tonne = ton and mt = metric ton = tonne)?]  

           
 
Page 40, Sign C, 8, Mass per Axle Restriction – [Are signs also needed for restriction on 
number of axles regardless of mass and/or for mass per bogle?] 

                
 
Page 40, Sign C, 9, Length Restriction – [Provision should be made for bilingual signs.]  

 
 
Page 40, Sign C, 10, Minimum Following Distance – [Substituting one or both car symbols 
with a goods vehicle symbol should be permitted.  Also, provision should be made for 
bilingual signs. 

      
 

The VC should stipulate that C, 10 is not to have an oblique bar, addition of which 
compromises the sign’s meaning.  
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A sign would also be welcome for minimum safe lateral distance to protect cyclists.  Such 
signs currently in use are not on the national level and are in the form of warning, 
prohibitory, mandatory, and special regulation signage with much variation in color, shape, 
and symbol.]  

 
 
Page 40, Signs C, 11a/b, No Left Turn and No Right Turn – [For both signs, many 
countries, regardless of whether driving is on the left-hand or right-hand side of the road, 
depict the oblique bar in the opposite direction of the VC’s stipulation.  The examples below 
represent eight different countries.  (See also page 85, ¶ 1 and page 114, ¶ 1.)] 
 

LEFT-HAND DRIVING   RIGHT-HAND DRIVING 
Correct Incorrect  Correct Incorrect 

  

 

  
 

  

 

  
 
Page 40, Sign C, 12, No U Turn – [At least two countries use this sign without an oblique 
bar, which matches the sign used in Latin America for U turn permitted.  This creates 
potential danger when Latin Americans drive in these countries.  
 
In addition, a sign for U turn permitted is needed.  Its absence has led at least 19 countries 
to create a U turn permitted sign on a blue roundel.  This dilutes the intention of true 
mandatory signs since it tells drivers that a blue roundel is not always issuing an order.  
Below are four different ways that countries indicate U turn permitted.]  

                
 
Page 40, Signs C, 13aa-bb, No Overtaking – [Several countries combine model aa with ab 
and model ba with bb, perhaps to deliver a strong message.  Because some drivers may 
confuse these signs with end of no overtaking, especially when the red bar slopes 
downward from right to left, the VC should state that this is not permitted.  
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A B  C D 
No overtaking  End of no overtaking 

 
The signs above are used in different countries for opposite meanings.  The similarity of 
A/B to C/D is a danger to residents from C/D countries when they drive in A/B countries.  
 
Some countries use a symbol depicting the overtaking vehicle on a lower or higher plane 
than the vehicle to be overtaken.  It is worth considering if symbols on two different planes 
improve comprehensibility.  

      
 
The end of no overtaking signs (C, 17c/d) have a horizontal road surface line, whereas the 
C, 13 signs do not.  This is a design inconsistency throughout the VC.]  

  
No ground line Ground line 

 
Page 41, line 5, Sign C, 14, Maximum Speed Limit – [A figure, such as “Km” for kilometers 
or “m” for miles, may qualify the number, but many VC signs also use “m” as the 
abbreviation for meters.  

            
 
Provision should be made for bilingual signs.   

 
 
The VC may also consider signs for limits applying to different types of vehicles, wet vs. dry 
weather, and day vs. night.]  
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Page 41, ¶ 8, (a) lines 4-5, Signs C, 17a-d, End of Prohibition – “…diagonal band,…”  
“…may be a black or dark grey bar or consist of a band of black…”   
 
[When “end” signage requires a black or gray diagonal, should the same country always 
use a bar or always use a band?  Presently, some countries use both.  
 
All VC examples of C, 17 signs depict an oblique band bisecting the roundel at a 45 degree 
angle.  Is this a rule?  Some countries change the position and/or angle of the bar or band 
to improve symbol visibility and comprehension, though these changes are also seen 
where no benefit exists. 

      
 

Another consideration concerning end of prohibitions is that they are double negatives, that 
is, for instance, “end of no overtaking” equals “no more no overtaking” and that equals “yes 
overtaking” better known as “overtaking permitted.”  Is a positive message better than a 
double negative message?  These signs all mean “overtaking permitted.” 

           
 
More examples of end signs are needed since such signs are used, but not uniformly.  
 
For oncoming traffic, “end” signs may be installed on the back of their corresponding 
prohibition signs.  This would, however, place the “end” signs on the opposite side of  
the road for oncoming traffic.]  
 
Page 41, Sign C, 17b, End of Maximum Speed Limit – [Is this sign necessary?  Posting the 
new speed limit may be more informative.  When the limits change over long distances, will 
all drivers recall the speed they may return to?  If drivers entered the main road from a side 
road after the speed changed, how will these drivers know the speed to return to?]  
 
Page 42, Sign C, 18, No Parking – [This sign’s design is unconnected to design of its 
opposite, the sign for permission to park (E, 14a).  A few countries base their no parking 
signs (or no parking zone signs) on the E, 14a design, and use these signs instead of or in 
addition to C, 18.   

                
 
Other countries use the alternative no parking model prescribed by the VC with a parking 
sign of corresponding design.]  
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NO PARK PARK  NO PARK PARK 

 
Page 42, ¶ 9, (a) (ii), Sign C, 18, No Parking – [The VC shows no image and assigns no 
number for the alternative model to C, 18.] 
 
Page 42, ¶ 9, (a) (iii) – “…additional plate panel below…” 
 
Page 42, ¶ 9, (a) (iv) – “…an additional plate panel.” 
 
Page 42, Sign C, 19, No Stopping – [This sign’s design is also unconnected to the design 
of its opposite, the sign ordering a total stop (B, 2).  To drivers unfamiliar with C, 19, the 
sign may seem to mean the end of the no parking prohibition because a bar slanting 
downward from right to left means “end of…”.       

   
Prohibition bar Double prohibition bars “End of” bar 

 
 A sign having a STOP symbol, in use in two countries with variations, may be easier to 
comprehend without education and memorization.  

                
 
Another possibility is to consider improving comprehensibility of no parking/no stopping 
signage by relating its design more logically to parking/stopping signage design. 
 

SEE NEXT PAGE.  
 
The VC provides an alternative for C, 18 (an ideogram with a letter to complement E, 14a), 
but no alternative for C, 19.  However, a country not using C, 18 will most likely need an 
alternative for C, 19 too. ]  
 
EA, Page 124, point 19, lines 20-21 – [Re all no parking and no standing signs]: “The 
possibility option…of setting up only one sign…shall not exist be permitted.” 
 
General comments: [To avoid confusion over which signs should and should not contain 
prohibition bars, all restriction signs may be placed together in a category C subsection.] 
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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The VC provides no end sign example for the C, 19 symbol (among the E, 10 signs), an 
indication that the symbol may be problematic.  
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section D, Mandatory Signs 
Page 43, ¶ 2 – [The VC permits, as an alternative to blue roundels with white or light-
colored symbols, white mandatory roundels with “a red rim” and black symbols – while also 
declaring optional (page 39 (c) bottom, NOTE) the use of red bars on C, 3 signs.  EA 
Contracting Parties then decided to eliminate red bars on C, 3 signs (page 124, point 19, 
lines 11-12).  With the exception of no parking and no standing signs, the VC describes 
prohibitory sign design (page 38, ¶ 2) as having a white or yellow ground with “a wide red 
border” and black or dark blue symbols or inscriptions.   
 
In Article 3, (a) (i), the VC states that, where it prescribes a sign, symbol, or marking for 
conveying a certain rule or information, Contracting Parties many not use any other sign, 
symbol, or marking for conveying the same rule or information.  However, the VC does not 
state that any of its signage is subject to this direction.  The decision to permit C, 3 
prohibition signs without bars and to permit section D signs to have red-rimmed white 
roundels has sanctioned – not only in theory, but also in practice – the same signs to be 
used for two contrary purposes (prohibitory and mandatory).  The result is potential danger 
when drivers and pedestrians from, for instance, most Latin American countries and to a 
lesser degree Pakistan, are in Europe.  The converse may also be true.   
 
Even when travelers or new residents in a country are informed of how sign meanings differ 
from those in their native lands, they may still, under pressure to act quickly, revert to years 
of habit rather than base a driving or pedestrian crossing decision on newly acquired 
knowledge.  Even if they avoid an error by a last-second maneuver, such unexpected 
actions may pose hazards to other drivers.  
    
The VC seems to differentiate the C and D designs by stipulating red border vs. red rim, 
respectively.  The reason is, though the VC states, albeit indirectly, that a “rim” is narrow 
(page 31, ¶ 1, line 5), it must have been known that the mandatory signs in existence in 
1968 had red borders, not rims (as they still do today), and it must have been the VC’s 
intention to accommodate the countries using these mandatory signs.  
 
Examples of mandatory signs used in Latin America:  

                          
 

      
 

Drivers accustomed to this signage, even when encountering signs with symbols new to 
them, may automatically see a red circle without a red bar as an order.    
 
In addition, the VC permits symbols in sections A, C, F, and H and on sign E, 12a to be 
black or dark blue, and inscriptions in sections C and H and on sign B, 2b to black or dark 
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blue.  However, symbols for the alternative D signs are to be black only.  Not including the 
dark blue option may have been an oversight or the decision may have been based on the 
absence of dark blue symbols on any mandatory signs in use.]  
 
Page 44, Signs D, 1a, Direction to Follow – [More examples that include the types of signs 
most often encountered would be helpful.  For those signs already included, it should be 
noted which may be reversed. 
 
Is posting redundant signage good?  For example, C, 11 and D, 1a are sometimes installed 
adjacently to deliver a stronger message, but, at locations where other signs are also 
present, an information overload may result.  

 
 

Some countries have either one of these signs, but not both.  Research has shown that 
both types of signs appear to be equally effective.] 
 
Page 44, line 5, Signs D, 1b, Direction to Follow – …shall to be…   
 
[Use of D, 1b signs (perhaps with a change in color) may be considered for another 
purpose – installation on the far side of T intersections to emphasize the presence of a 
barrier ahead and to guide drivers in the appropriate direction(s).  Similar signs are used in 
many countries for the dual purpose of hazard markers and direction guide.  Several Latin 
American countries define D, 1b as one-way road.  It should be noted that one of the D, 1b 
signs may be reversed.] 
 
Page 44, Sign D, 2, Pass on This Side – [It should be noted that this sign may be 
reversed.] 
 
Page 44, Sign D, 3, Compulsory Roundabout – [A, 22 is called “Roundabout” and D, 3 
should also be renamed “Roundabout.”  Use of the word “Compulsory” sounds like drivers 
have no option to use other routes.  
 
Also to consider is whether signs should differentiate between mini-roundabouts and large 
multilane roundabouts. 
 
Guidance is needed for how best to indicate priority for drivers in a roundabout.  The EA 
(page 124, point 18, line 3) stipulates only that give way signs are to be blank.]  
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Page 44, Sign D, 4, Compulsory Cycle Track – The sign is also used on compulsory  
cycle lanes.  [addition]  [By stating an additional panel should be used if D, 4 includes 
mopeds, the VC implies that two symbols are not used on D, 4 or on this type of sign.   

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 
CYCLES ONLY MOPEDS PERMITTED BOTH MANDATORY 

 
Are two (or three) symbols permitted?  

 
 
To be considered is adding a sign for motorcycles to keep pace with a new trend: creation 
of exclusive lanes for motorcycles.] 

        
 
Pages 44-45, Sign D, 7, Compulsory Minimum Speed – “…using the road lane(s) at the 
entrance to start of which it is or they are placed…”  “specified, the . The…” 
 
[This sign should be renamed “Minimum Speed Limit.”  Use of the word “Compulsory” 
sounds like driving must be at the minimum speed.]  
 
Page 45, line 2, Sign D, 8, End of Compulsory Minimum Speed – …shall to be…  
 
[This sign should be renamed “End of Minimum Speed Limit.”  Use of the words “End of 
Compulsory” sounds like driving may now be slower or faster than the previously set 
minimum speed.  A definition for “end of minimum speed limit” should be added. 
 
More “end” D sign examples are needed as those signs in use, especially for end of D, 4 
(cycle lane or track), lack uniformity.  The VC states that C signs in general have an end 
(page 11, Article 11), but the same is not stated for D signs (page 12, Article 12). 
 
Use of a red diagonal bar for “end of…” may be too similar to the red prohibition bar as their 
only difference is angle of direction.  Substituting a black bar for the red for all signs may 
help drivers distinguish between the two concepts.]  
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Page 45, Sign D, 9, Snow Chains – [D, 9 should be coordinated with G, 16, which permits 
use of tire chains or snow tires.  The definition for D, 9 should include snow tires and, If 
feasible, the symbol(s) for both signs should be the same.] 
 
Page 45, Signs D, 10a-c, Compulsory Route for Dangerous Goods – [Should this style of 
signage be applied to vehicles carrying non-dangerous goods?  Absence of a VC sign for 
compulsory route for goods vehicles has contributed to variations in compulsory route 
signage and to its design overlap with advised route signage.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

    
ADVISORY 

 
The concept of compulsory is further complicated (1) by the use on gantries of square 
instead of round blue signs to indicate compulsory lanes for goods vehicles and also for 
other types of road users and (2) by creation of square informative signs to recommend 
routes and remind drivers that they are on the correct advised route.  
 

  

 

  
COMPULSORY LANE  INFORMATIVE 

 

 

 

 
 

 

COMPULSORY 

    

COMPULSORY 
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In addition, when an arrow is incorporated into a sign or is on an additional panel or when 
the sign is arrow-shaped, a good rule to adopt for signs in all sections is that the symbol for 
the road user should face in the same direction as the arrow.  Otherwise, the sign delivers a 
mixed message and, should the arrow be obscured, the sign would deliver the wrong 
message.  One European country requires symbols and arrows to face in the same 
direction, but most countries neither require nor apply it. 

                      
 
The D, 10 sign shape and design is the format used for zone signage.  Might this be 
problematic by rendering zone signage harder to identify as such?   
 
Since signs are contained within the VC version of D, 10a-c, this type of sign along with 
those for zones and some in section G may be labeled “board” signage.]  
 
Page 45, Signs D, 11a/b, Separate Lanes and Shared Lane – [The VC states that D, 11 is 
for a combination of D, 4, D, 5, and D, 6 and that D, 11 is for two types of road users.  It 
should therefore be clarified whether or not D, 11 is limited to two symbols and whether or 
not the symbols may be replaced by those for other types of road users.  The VC should 
state that D, 11a may be reversed.   

           
 
A few countries that use D, 11 also have square signs that mean the lane or road is not 
compulsory for the road users whose symbols are shown, but it is compulsory in that motor 
vehicles are prohibited.  

                                 
 
The VC should state that lines of any angle may be misleading on D, 11b.  

      
 
The VC defines the difference between “lane” and “track” for cycles (page 3, (e) bis and (e) 
ter), but, in the definition for D, 11, the discussion shifts to “path” and “track.”  The word 
“path” is referred to elsewhere (page 23, Article 36, 1 (a) (ii)) as a place where motor 
vehicle traffic is “exceptional.”  The word is likely used here because “footpath” and “path” 
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are used in defining D, 5.  To avoid confusion, this should be reviewed so that terms are not 
unintentionally used interchangeably.]   
 
General comments: [Section D contains two different types of mandatory signage.  One 
issues the same order to all non-pedestrian road users (unless exceptions are noted on an 
additional panel) or to a specific type of road user.  The second issues two orders, meaning 
one or more types of road user must do what other types are ordered not to do.  The 
signage of two South American countries reflects this distinction with different designs for 
mandatory signs that are viewed as establishing “exclusive” or “reserved” areas.  The three 
examples on the left below are for lanes or tracks reserved for cycles, pedestrians, or 
horseriders; such signs would also pertain to D, 11 and they are also used for the various 
types of motor vehicles.  The minimum speed limit sign is designed in this way because it is 
viewed as being reserved for a particular type of road user: slow vehicles.  The “E” sign is a 
combined reserved parking/no parking sign, and it differs in design from the signs for 
parking and no parking.  In VC categorization, the “E” sign would be in either section C or E.  
The sign means parking is reserved for a particular type of road user, whose symbol would 
be on an additional panel.  This approach to mandatory signage is worth evaluating.  

                               
 
Mostly in relation to D signage, the VC uses the words “mandatory” and “compulsory” and, 
occasionally related to B signage, “obligatory.”  There once were subtle differences in the 
usage of these words.  Today they are considered synonymous and, for simplicity, it should 
be questioned whether to continue using all three.]   

 
++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section E, Special Regulation Signs 
Page 46, Signs E, 2a/b, Bus Lane – [The examples depict bus signs of different shape 
without defining their meaning.  If buses must use the reserved lane, then the roundel 
should always be the “symbol” since the rectangle implies advisory route.  The rectangle 
may have too many interpretations: advisory bus lane with other traffic permitted or 
mandatory bus lane with other traffic permitted.  Some countries use the rectangle to mean 
mandatory bus lane.] 

 
 
Page 19, Article 26 bis, ¶ 2, line 3 – [The VC permits use of either a “square” E-type sign or 
a round D-type sign as a symbol.]       
 
Page 46, line 2, Sign E, 3a, One-Way (Perpendicular to Road Axis) – “…its panel the 
sign…” 
 
[E, 3a is not universally used.  Therefore, is it necessary?]  
 
Page 46, lines 1-3, Sign E, 3b, One-Way (Parallel to Road Axis) – “…its panel the sign…” 
 
Page 46, Sign 4, Preselection – [The VC example has dashed lanes.  It should be stated 
that vertical signage in “no overtaking” areas should not contradict road markings by 
displaying dashed lane lines.  This applies mainly to E, 1, E, 2, G, 11, and G, 12.  

                
 

                         
 
Another consideration is that, in cold climates, road markings may be covered with snow or 
may fade away during harsh winters; drivers receive guidance only from vertical signage, 
which should deliver the correct message in all possible ways.] 
 
Pages 46-47, Signs E, 5a/b and 6a/b, Motorway and Motor Vehicles Road – [Must the 
shape of the signs be a vertical rectangle?  Some countries use a square.  The VC states 
distance to road end may be inscribed on the sign bottom, but may additional panels be 
used instead when square signs are in use?  And, why not also permit posting of distance 
to road start on or below signs?]  
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Page 47, Sign E, 6a, Motor Vehicles Road – [The heading defines this road as “a road on 
which the traffic rules are the same as on a motorway” and that does not seem accurate.  
One example is the two roads may have different maximum speed limits.  If the road rules 
for both were truly the same, there would be no need for two signs.]  
 
Page 47, Signs E, 7b/c, Start of Built-up Area – [The VC refers to “the silhouette.”  Some 
countries use a silhouette that reflects the skyline of its most famous city.  Is this permitted?  
If it is, should the same silhouette be used throughout the entire country or might the same 
silhouette be misleading?]  
 
Page 47, Signs E, 8a-c, End of Built-up Area – [For an oblique bar indicating “end,” a 
pattern seems to be red bar with blue sign and black or gray (solid or with parallel lines) bar 
or band with white sign.  However, these three white “end” signs have red bars.]  
 
EA, Page 120, point 9 bis, lines 1-3 – “Signs E, 7a;, E, 7b or E, 7c; and E, 8a;, E, 8b or E, 
8c; shall…” “…signs E, 7a;, E, 7b or E, 7c; to signs E, 8a;, E, 8b or E, 8c, respectively; 
except…”  [punctuation with semi-colons and commas] 
 
Page 47, Signs E, 8a-d, End of Built-up Area – [The VC states these signs are to be 
“identical” to their E, 7 counterparts.  Does that include identical rim colors?  In addition, 
these signs may be installed on the reverse of the corresponding E, 7a-d signs, which 
would place them on the opposite side of the road for oncoming traffic.] 
 
Page 47, (a) (i), lines 2, 4, 6, Signs E, 9a-d, Start of Zone – “…a rectangular panel 
board…the sign on the panel board…below the sign on the panel on the board’s 
bottom…” 
 
Page 48, Sign E, 9d, Maximum Speed Zone – [Because many drivers accelerate when 
they see E, 10d rather than when they reach the sign, should a recommendation or rule be 
that E, 9d is repeated just after the zone’s midpoint, especially at schools?]  
 
Page 48, (b) (i), lines 2-3, Signs E, 10a-d, End of Zone – “…a rectangular panel board… a 
rectangular panel board…”  [twice]  
 
[Signs E, 10a/b display opaque bars whereas signs E, 10c/d display transparent bars.  
Does this mean both styles are acceptable?  If yes, that should be stated.  In addition, the 
lateral midpoint of bars signifying “end” on rectangular signs (except E, 10 and E, 11b) abut 
the upper right and lower left corner points of these signs.  Is this a rule?  The instruction for 
C, 17 specifies symbols are to be “light” gray; E, 10’s symbols are described only as gray.]   
 
Page 48, ¶ 8, (b), lines 4-5 – “…grey diagonal band oblique bar or…forming such a 
band…”  
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Page 98, E, 10c, End of Parking Zone – [The VC stipulates that the parking sign is to be 
square, but the symbol shown for E, 10c is an oblong rectangle.] 
 
Pages 48-49, line 2, Signs E, 12a-c, Pedestrian Crossing – “The ground of the panel 
sign…” 
 
[Because pedestrians may cross from either direction, crossing signs should be visible on 
both sides of the road to all drivers and/or an additional panel with a “look both ways” arrow, 
text, or both should accompany each crossing sign; this also applies to crossings for 
children and cyclists.    

                               
 
The most used type of pedestrian crossing sign (above on the left) is not included among 
the three VC designs.  Similar signage is increasingly seen for cycles and 
pedestrians/cycles combined.]  

      
 
Page 49, Signs E, 13a/b, Hospital – [Some local signs refer to a “hospital zone” in which 
special rules govern vehicle speed, parking, and/or noise.  If E, 13 has zonal validity, 
should it be designed in accordance with zone signage?  Several countries use E, 13a in 
the form of a VC zone sign format.  Despite the question of zone, moving E, 13 to section F 
may be advisable; see discussion on page 106 at F, 1a/b.] 
 
Page 49, Signs E, 14, Parking – [The VC should consider creating a new color, such as 
green, for signs granting permission, such as to park, execute a U turn, and overtake.]  

           
 
Page 49, line 2, Sign E, 14a, Parking – “The panel sign shall be…” 
 
[In practice, some of the most confusing and verbose signage is for parking and no parking.  
Whether the VC can offer rules or guidelines to simplify this signage is worth discussing. 
Two ideas for time restricted parking: Omit the zeros for exact hours and post parking or no 
parking times, not both.]  
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Page 49, Sign E, 14b, Car Park– [The VC should state that, when there is no easily 
recognized symbol, the national language may be used.]  
  
Page 49, Sign E, 15, Bus Stop – [The VC section on road markings mentions signage for 
bus stops and trolleybus stops.  Is a vertical sign needed for trolleybus stops?]  

 
 

Page 49, Sign E, 18, Emergency Stopping Place – [The VC states that the symbols for 
emergency telephone (F, 17) and fire extinguisher (F, 18) should be on the sign’s lower part 
or on an additional panel, but the bottoms of E, 18a/b have no room for symbols.  In 
addition, albeit footnoted, the symbols are referred to as F, 14 and F, 15, respectively.] 
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section F, Information, Facilities or Service Signs 
Page 49, Signs F, 17 and F, 18, Emergency Telephone and Fire Extinguisher – “…the 
symbols F, 14 17 and/or F, 15 18 either…”  [To avoid confusion, the VC should state the 
new numbers for the F, 17 and F, 18 signs and footnote the numbers of previous signs.]  
 
Page 50, Title – [Because section F is titled “information, facilities or service” signs, its 
signs should be subdivided into these categories in the order listed in the title.] 
 
Page 50, Model – “…green band ground at…”  [“Band” is used elsewhere to mean oblique 
parallel lines used on “end” signage.]   
[The definition states, in accordance with the vertical model shown, that the dark ground on 
its bottom should have room for text and/or an arrow.  Since some countries use a 
horizontal or square model that leaves little or no room for added information, are these 
shapes permitted?  The VC stipulates a blue or green ground, but many countries now use 
brown for recreational signs.  Permitting or prohibiting brown should be discussed.  
 
The white internal panel is centered in the VC model.  Some countries follow this format 
while other countries place the panel toward the sign’s top.  

      
 
The F model’s blue (or green) is called a “ground” and its white internal panel is called a 
“rectangle.”  When a shape is included inside a sign to accommodate a symbol, it may be 
referred to as an “internal panel” to distinguish it from an “additional panel.”  At G, 1c (page 
51, II, 1, line 2) the sign’s design is not discussed.  At G, 14 (page 53, line 3) the blue is 
called a border and the white internal panels are called “the ground.”  At G, 15 (page 53, 5c, 
line 1) a border is not mentioned and the white internal panels are called a “ground.”  The F 
and G signs should be examined to determine whether the same terms may be used to 
define their design elements. 
 
In some countries, the F models have a narrow ground resembling a border.  By contrast, 
the wider blue trim on the G, 14 and G, 15 signs are called “borders” and they contain room 
for an inscription.  

      
 
The permitted colors for the F model (blue or green ground, white or yellow internal panel, 
black or dark blue symbol) result in eight color combinations.  Where the symbol may also 
be in red, 12 color combinations result.  It is questionable whether this many color 
combinations are needed.  
 
A color inconsistency is that the internal panels may be white or yellow, but directional 
arrows may be only white.] 
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Page 50, Signs F, 1a/b, First Aid – [Some countries use F, 1a or F, 1b for hospital and an 
almost identical sign for first aid.  The need to distinguish between the two signs may be 
made more obvious if E, 13a/b were moved to section F.  It is perhaps more practical to 
have these signs adjacent than to consider a hospital’s zonal quality in countries that 
prohibit use of vehicle horns near hospitals, which justifies its inclusion in section E.   
A hospital is a facility that provides a service, justification too for inclusion in section F.  
Several countries use the section F model for their hospital signs.]  
 
Page 50, Sign F, 8, Picnic Site – [Many countries have signs both similar and dissimilar to 
F, 8 for small “rest areas” to alleviate fatigued driving, especially by long-haul drivers of 
goods vehicles.  Since fatigued driving is a major contributor to crashes, creating a sign for 
rest area and promoting establishment of such areas deserves consideration.]   
  
General comments: [A model for end of section F signs should be created and guidance 
also given for prohibitions applied to section F signs.  Their absence has led to a lack of 
distinction between “prohibited” and “end of area” signage and to inconsistency in “end of 
area” signage.  The four examples below are all for “end of area.”]  

                
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section G, Direction, Position or Indication Signs 

Page 7, Article 5, ¶ 1 (c) (ii)  –  [The outline for total sign coverage in the VC lists six 
categories pertaining to section G:  
 Advance direction signs 

Direction signs 
Road identification signs 

Place identification signs 
Confirmatory signs 
Indication signs] 

Pages 51-54, section G – [The actual outline that defines the G signs is divided into four 
categories:  
 Advance direction signs 

Direction signs 
Confirmatory signs 
Indication signs 

Because section G is titled “direction, position or indication” signs (page 51), its signs 
should be presented in these categories in the order in the title and subdivided further if 
necessary.  Also, “place identification” refers to E and G signs, with different rules for their 
design.  The nomenclature of one of these should be changed.  (As E signs: EA, page 121, 
point 10; as G signs: page 7, article 5, (c) (ii) and page 14, article 18.)] 
 
Page 51, I, ¶ 3 – [The symbols of E, 5a and E, 6a are permitted on advance direction signs.  
Should the symbols of E, 5b and E, 6b also be permitted?] 
 
Page 51, I, ¶ 4 – [Colors for temporary signage are addressed for section G, but rules for 
color of temporary signage are also needed for most other sections.] 
 
Pages 51 and 52, Signs G, 1c and G, 5, Direction to a Place – [These signs are similarly 
defined.  Are their designs redundant?  Are any colors other than white permitted for G, 
1c’s additional panels?] 
 
Page 51, Signs G, 2a/b, No Through Road (Side Road) – [These signs are akin to G, 13, 
but they are in the advance direction group whereas G, 13 is called an indication sign.  In 
practice, all these signs tend to be installed on local roads that are cul-de-sacs or that come 
to an abrupt end at a relatively short distance from the sign.  If this is their intended use, 
they should all be categorized in the same way and be placed adjacent to each other.  The 
VC should state these signs may be reversed. 
 
The EA stipulates that a white rim should outline the red symbol for G, 2 and G, 13, but this 
rule is not applied to other signs where blue and red are in contact.  The white rim 
significantly improves visibility for persons with certain severe forms of colorblindness and 
for all drivers at night when color is muted. 

  

 

  
normal vision colorblind normal vision colorblind 
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normal vision colorblind normal vision colorblind 

    
normal vision colorblind normal vision colorblind 

 
The images above are based on proposals from a Dutch sign manufacturers’ institute.]  
 
Page 51, Sign G, 3, Indirect Left Turn – [The VC sign is shown in black and white; it should 
be stated whether other colors are permitted and, if yes, which colors.  It should be stated 
whether this sign design may be applied to other road configurations or other conditions.  
The VC should also state this sign may be reversed.] 

                          
 
Page 51, bottom, NOTE, line 1 – “…G, 1 may bear other signs or the symbols used on 
other signs…” 
 
[Some countries place other signs or their symbols on warning signs.  Is either 
permissible?] 

 
 
Since the NOTE pertains to G, 1, it should appear below G, 1 rather than below G, 3 unless 
the note is meant to pertain also to G, 3.] 
 
Page 52, Signs G, 4 and G, 6, Direction to a Place – [The VC should indicate which of 
these models may be used in the same country.] 
 
Page 52, Signs G, 9a/b, Car Park – [G, 4 and G, 6 include arrow-shaped and rectangular-
shaped signs, whereas G, 9 includes only arrow-shaped signs.] 
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Page 52, Sign G, 10, Confirmatory Sign – [This sign may be installed on the reverse of 
other signs, which would place it on the opposite side of the road for oncoming traffic.] 
 
Page 52, Signs G, 11a/b, Number and Direction of Lanes – [One of these signs should be 
replaced because they are both the same, probably due to a printing error.] 
 
Page 52, Sign G, 11c, Number and Direction of Lanes – [G, 11c gives visual permission to 
include depiction of roadway structures on VC signs.  Encouraging this inclusion should be 
considered, for instance, for E, 4, G, 1, and G, 12.] 

                     
 
Page 52, Signs G, 12a/b, Lane Closure – [The word “closure” suggests a temporary 
condition.  “End of lane” is a preferable term.  The VC should consider stating that a country 
is to adopt only model 12a or 12b.  
 

                   
Some countries view lane end, which means merge, as a warning rather than an indication.  
Of these countries, a few use arrows on their warning signs; the others have adapted A, 4a 
for merge either (1) by defining the symbol to mean narrow road with merge or narrow road 
with and without merge or (2) by adding a solid or dashed line to indicate merge.  These 
countries may have either only one sign (always with or without the added line) or two signs 
(no added line for no merge and added line for merge).  (See also A, 4 on pages 70-71.)   
 
The countries viewing merge as a warning use triangular or diamond-shaped warning signs 
on two-lane roads that merge into one.  Because of design constraints, some switch to a 
rectangular shape to depict roads having more than two lanes.  Other countries use a 
warning sign regardless of number of lanes, which adversely affects legibility as lanes 
increase in number.   

                                
 
In addition, a rule would be welcome that two lanes should not end in close proximity.] 
 
Page 52, Sign G, 13, No Through Road – [The VC does not state that the G, 13 symbol 
may be used to indicate end of lane and it should probably not be permitted.  This 
application may have resulted from G, 12b’s similarity to G, 13 and from the adjacency of 
the two signs in the VC. 
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Many European countries are adding symbols on the side or above G, 2 and G, 13 signs to 
indicate continuation of road for cycles, pedestrians, or both.  Design of the added symbols 
varies.  If these additions are permissible, the VC should consider presenting a format for 
these symbols.] 
 
Pages 52-53, Sign G, 14, General Speed Limits – [The VC makes provision for inclusion of 
three to four elements on this sign, which has grown more detailed as many countries have 
added other information – speed limits according to vehicle type and weather, “low beam 
lights on” regulations, and/or information on tolls.] 
Page 53, line 4 – “…the three squares rectangles shall…”  
Page 53, line 6 – “…oblique red line bar across it.” 
 
Page 53, Sign G, 15, Road Open or Closed – [Internal panel 1 of G, 15 is always to be 
green or red, but the top internal panel in the VC sign example is white.  No provision is 
made for messages covering more than one location and/or requiring more than three 
internal panels.] 

           
 
Page 53, Sign G, 16, Chains or Snow Tires – [This sign may belong in section H and it may 
have more applications than sole use with G, 15.]  
 
Page 53, Sign G, 17, Advisory Speed – [This sign is not universally used.  The need for it 
should be assessed, with consideration given to replacement by C, 14.]   
 
Page 53, Sign G, 18, Heavy Vehicles – [The term “heavy vehicles” is used only in G, 18.  
Are “goods vehicles” meant or is the intention to apply the sign more broadly?  If the latter 
is true, why should the application be broader only for G, 18?] 
 
Page 53, Sign G, 19, Escape Lane – [The term “danger zone” should be avoided as it may 
confuse the meaning of the word “zone.”] 
 
Page 53, ¶ 8, line 2 – “…a plate an additional panel showing…” 
 
Page 53, ¶ 8, line 4 – “…a distance plate an additional panel showing distance.” 
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Page 54, Sign G, 20, Overpass or Underpass – [There should be two signs, one for ascent 
and one for descent.  The VC should state that the sign may be reversed. 
 
G, 20 and G, 21 are often mandatory and some countries express that with roundel signs.  
Reclassifying these signs as D signs is worth discussing.] 

                 
 
Page 54, Sign G, 21, Ramp – [Here too, there should be two signs for ascent and descent.  
The VC states the symbol for disabled persons may be used.  It should be mentioned 
whether this is instead of the pedestrian symbol shown, in addition to, or either.  The VC 
should state that the sign may be reversed.  Reclassifying these signs too as D signs 
should be examined.] 
 
Page 54, Signs G, 22a-c, Countdown Markers – [The direction to be traveled as indicated 
by the oblique lines is not mentioned (see page 117 in this report).  Some countries vary 
marker color in relation to road classification and use as many as three colors.  This should 
be mentioned.  Many national sign manuals display these signs in reverse order.  A 
reminder may be added that the correct order starts with G, 22a in keeping with the concept 
of countdown.  The VC should also state that these signs’ symbols may be reversed. 
 
Installation of G, 22 should be addressed since these signs are sometimes placed at or  
near ground level.  Additionally, some countries have designed G, 22b and G, 22c with the 
stripes toward the sign bottom.  This reduces visibility at all times and heavy snowfall may 
completely hide the sign’s message.  A good rule would be that the stripes are to be as 
high up on the sign as possible.]  

 
 
General comments: [A model for end of relevant section G signs (G, 11c, G, 17, and  
G, 18) is needed.  
 
The VC indicates specific colors for the elements of most signs, but then the language 
shifts in various places to the non-specific terms “light-coloured” and “dark-coloured.”  This 
is less desirable since light colors include a range of pastels and dark colors include black, 
brown, violet, and purple.  Among the mentions of “light” or “dark” are signage for general 
rules for VC sections D, E, and G, and rules for C, 3e, C, 3f, C, 3g, E, 9, E, 12, G, 23, and 
G, 24, and, in the EA, E, 7, E 8, and the numberless place identification signs.] 
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  Section H, Additional Panels 
Page 54, Section H – [Black is one of four permissible ground colors, but it is used rarely 
and should perhaps be used for another purpose – such as indicating nighttime regulations.  
Green is not one of the permissible colors.  However, the instruction for E, 6a, which is 
often green, includes a possible additional panel, and the EA (page 127) recommends that 
ground color of additional panel and sign should match.  This recommendation should be 
qualified with “only if legibility is not adversely affected.”  
  
The ground color in these sign examples is blue, but their additional panel symbols in a 
light color on a blue ground may have lesser distance legibility than black symbols have on 
a white or yellow ground. 

           
 
The permitted colors for the H model (white or yellow ground, black, dark blue, or red rim, 
black or dark blue symbol/inscription; or black or dark blue ground, white, yellow, or red rim, 
white or yellow symbol/inscription) result in theory in 24 color combinations.  In practice, not 
more than 16 color combinations are likely.  It is questionable whether this many color 
combinations are needed.] 
 
Page 54, H, 1 and H, 2, Distance to Hazard and Length of Hazard –  [These additional 
panels are discussed in this report in two paragraphs on page 67, Article 13 bis.]   
 
Page 43, Signs H, 3a-c and H, 4,a-c, Prohibited or Restricted Parking Area – [Signs H, 3a 
and H, 4a are defined as the area’s start and signs H, 3c and H, 4c as the area’s end.  
Some countries reverse the definitions of these signs.  Noting which arrows stand for start 
and end is perhaps unnecessary.  
 
The examples below illustrate a helpful way of displaying how to install these panels.]  

             
 
Page 54, 3, line 2 – “…models H, 3a;, H, 3b and H, 3c; and H, 4a;, H, 4b and H, 4c, 
respectively.”  [punctuation with semi-colons and commas] 
 
Page 55, H, 7, Parking for Disabled – [The additional panel may be used with C, 18 or E, 
14.  However, many of the C, 18 signs with the H, 7 additional panels create an 
appearance of prohibiting parking by disabled persons.  Also, the VC states H, 7 is for 
parking, but this additional panel has more applications.]   
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Page 55, Signs H, 8, Priority – [Some section H signs, especially those for priority, are 
posted without other signage.  Is this permitted?] 
 
General comments:  
[A model for end of an additional panel’s applicability should be created and also, assuming 
this is permissible, for using an additional panel to indicate “end of…”  
or a prohibition.  Without this guidance, a double meaning has arisen in practice for the red 
bar.]                   

 

 
  

End of two-way No sidewalk parking No left turn for goods vehicles 
 
Also needed, in keeping with presentation of signage in national codes, are symbols 
intended for use on additional panels and signs.  These symbols apply across all sign 
sections, and cover all types of road users and any other concepts deemed significant.  
These symbols are not part of sections A-G; they are usually found in a section similar to H.  
They form the starting point for designing signs.  Each road user type should ideally have 
one symbol, except when front, back, and/or side views are also required.  Some of these 
symbols are in VC-RT (pages 68 and 74).]  

 
++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX I, ROAD SIGNS  All Sections  
Page 55, NOTE – [The VC’s signs and symbols pertain to driving on the right-hand side of 
the road.  Countries where driving is on the left-hand side are instructed to reverse signs 
and symbols “as appropriate.”  This is too vague and it may explain a variety of signage 
errors where driving is on the left-hand side.  The most egregious errors relate to signs B, 5 
and B, 6.  Sign manufacturers sometimes reverse the arrows incorrectly – vertically instead 
of horizontally or vertically plus horizontally – and traffic engineers sometimes install the 
correct or incorrect signs upside down.  (This also occurs where driving is on the right-hand 
side.)  The VC should include symbols for both left-hand and right-hand driving, with advice 
to be extra careful with these signs as their purpose is to prevent oncoming crashes.  (See 
also page 85, ¶ 1 and C, 11 on page 90.)  
 
Examples of B, 5 signs seen on the road.  Only two of these are correct.]  

  
FOR LEFT-HAND DRIVING FOR RIGHT-HAND DRIVING 

 
General comments: [Different arrow styles are among the design inconsistencies.  Several 
arrows of different shape are needed for various types of signs, but the style should be the 
same.  
 
In addition to description in words, the VC should display all permissible models for each 
sign section and indicate, where apt, that only one model is to be chosen.  
 
Many signs, when posted solo or in combination, are clear, but, when posted in certain 
combinations, may deliver a confused message.  All acceptable combinations are far too 
numerous for display; instead, the VC may set a few rules, such as only one arrow sign or 
panel per signpost, and include a few poor combinations as examples of how not to install 
signage.  

                             
 
The English version of the VC is in British English with occasional use of American English.  
It is important to use only one language system so that no one assumes a different 
terminology is intended to have different meanings.  To avoid such errors, it is also 
important to use consistent terminology within any one language system.  These two points 
also have implications for translation.  
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In general, most Contracting Parties since 1968 have added a few signs to VC sections C 
and D and many signs to sections to E, F, G, and H.  Unlike non-Contracting Parties, they 
have been reluctant to expand section A.  Non-Contracting Party warning signage has 
evolved into specificity, mainly for bends, intersections, and types of road users.] 

 
++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
 

Number of Vertical Signs – VC plus EA 
 

TABLE 15.1 
SECTION A B C D E F G H TOTAL 
          
MODEL 2     1   3 
# OF SIGNS 32 6 20 11 18 18 24 9 139 
# OF IMAGES 70 7 43 19 44 20 40 15 258 

 
The middle row displays the number of “main” signs.   
The bottom row includes the number of “main” signs plus all their derivative and alternative 
signs. 

 
 

Number of Vertical Signs – RE2 
 

TABLE 15.2 
SECTION A B C D E F G H TOTAL 
          
# OF SIGNS 4    3  9  16 
# OF IMAGES     5  13  18 

 
The table for RE2 is only for new signs that have been assigned numbers.  These are not 
Convention signs and are therefore non-binding. 

 
++++++++++++++++++++ 
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ANNEX II  Road Markings 
Page 62, ¶ 41, line 2 – “…names, highway road classification numbers…” 
 
Page 62, ¶ 46 and Page 150, point 9, E (ii) – [The VC should state that stripes are to be 
diagonal and are to indicate safe direction for passing.  This safe direction should be shown 
on both sides of the road where pertinent.  This safe direction should be defined as either 
the downward or upward slope of the diagonal since both definitions are found in different 
countries; other countries do not use the diagonals to define direction or they install the 
markers incorrectly as in example A below.  In addition, a rule is needed for marking an 
overhead barrier since this too differs in practice.]  
 

 
A 
 

  
                              B 

 
                               C 

 

 

D 
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E 
 
Page 36, Signs A, 29a-c, Countdown Markers – [This is the only place in the VC that the 
direction of sloping stripes are connected in writing to the direction of traffic: the stripes 
“shall slope downwards toward the carriageway”and it refers specificly to A, 29.  The VC 
print document (page 213) contains a drawing (obstacle markers below) that illustrates 
downward stripes pointing towards the carriageway and direction of travel, but other 
scenarios are omitted, such as when an obstacle is in mid-road.   
 
From these “hints,” a rule may be extrapolated that stripes sloping downwards always 
indicate the route that drivers must follow vis-à-vis the obstacle.  However, rules should be 
stated explicitly with no need for extrapolation and no room for more than one interpretation.   
 
Though the VC is based on right-hand side of the road driving, the A, 29a-c symbols are to 
be installed on the road’s left side (albeit still relevant for right-hand side of the road driving) 
while the G, 22a-c symbols are, presumably, to be installed on the road’s right side. 
 
Another concern is WP.29 rules for oversize vehicle marking, which, if taken literally, 
permits overtaking on both sides of the vehicle, especially confusing to drivers traveling 
between countries that have left- and right-hand side of the road driving.  Other options for 
these reflective markings are stripes parallel to the ground or no stripes.  Rules for fixed 
and vehicle-mounted signs should be coordinated between UNECE entities with all the 
implications considered, or perhaps one entity should be responsible for both sign types.]  

  
VC:  FIXED OBSTACLE MARKERS WP.29:  VEHICLE REAR MARKING PLATES 

 
Pages 144-150 — [The VC’s online version (Annex of the Protocol on Road Markings) 
refers to diagrams A-1 through A-57, which may be found only by consulting a separate 
document.  The VC’s print version contains all the road marking diagrams.]  

 
++++++++++++++++++++ 
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EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
 
 
Only the new EA signs are discussed here.  EA references to VC signage are included 
within the VC sign sections.  
 
ANNEX – APPENDIX  Level Crossing Signals 
Page 122, point 15, ¶ 1 (ii) – [Sound signals are deemed sufficient on dirt roads, where 
traffic is light, and on footpaths, but this does not protect drivers or pedestrians who are 
hearing impaired.] 
 
ANNEX – APPENDIX  Section C, Prohibitory Signs 
Page 124, C, 3m, No Vehicles with Explosive or Flammable Goods – [Since cars are not 
expected to transport any type of dangerous goods, a symbol of a goods vehicle may be 
more fitting.  

       
 

Incorporating the hazard symbol for flammability in the design of C, 3m, as in the sign on 
the right, may be an idea of interest.] 

 
 

ANNEX – APPENDIX  Section E, Special Regulation Signs 
Page 126, E, 17a, Residential Area – [The sign’s definition suggests, by having “special 
rules,” the area is a zone, but it is not stated explicitly.  (The special rules are detailed in the 
EA of VC-RT, Article 27 bis, pages 99-100, and include a maximum speed limit of 20 km 
per hour.)  Whether or not E, 17a is viewed as a zone has affected its design and the 
design of its end sign, with some countries using E, 17a  and E, 17b as shown in the EA 
and other countries basing their design on zone models E, 9 and E, 10.   
 
The VC permits “specific” prohibitory or mandatory “details” inherent in a zone to be placed 
on the sign bottom or on an additional panel.  The definition of sign “bottom” is unclear: Is it 
the internal sign, the sign board, or either?]  
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Page 126, E, 17b, End of Residential Area – [Unlike most other red “end” bars, the E, 17b 
bar is outlined in white.  It is best that the design of all bars be consistent throughout the VC 
and, if more than one option is permissible, that should be stated.]   

                   
 
ANNEX – APPENDIX  Section F, Information, Facilities or Service Signs 
Page 127, F, 15, Lavatory – [Consideration should be given to replacing “WC” with a 
symbol that is more widely used.]  

 
 
Page 127, F, 16, Beach or Swimming Pool – [Since recreational activities differ in a natural 
setting vs. a pool, separate signs are preferable.  The signage of some countries also 
differentiates between outdoor and indoor swimming pools.  Adding the indoor “roof” 
symbol to the VC may be considered since it pertains to more signage: E, 14, E, 15, and 
various recreational activities.]  

                           
 
General comments: [The EA of VC-RT, Article 27 ter, page 100, discusses establishment 
of pedestrian zones, but no sign for these zones is in the EA (VC).  The result is three 
different main designs based on prohibitive, mandatory, and special regulation signage with 
variations in design within these categories.  

                          
 

This example raises a broader issue: Have VC rules, definitions, signs, and symbols been 
adjusted to remain synchronized with all changes and additions to VC-RT and other 
pertinent legal instruments?]  
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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DECLARATIONS AND RESERVATIONS 
 
 

Page 160, lines 4-20 – [Switzerland’s comments concerning the EA are included in the VC 
1968 declarations and reservations, rather than in the notes on the EA proposals that start 
on page 162.  
 
During the decades that passed since various countries took exception to specific points in 
the VC and EA, it appears some reservations were “withdrawn” in the sense that certain 
sign designs that had been objected to are today in those countries’ sign codes.  These 
changes are not footnoted in the VC’s 2006 version.   
 
For example, Sweden stated in Reservation 2 that its bus stop sign (E, 15) would have a 
green ground (instead of the blue required by the updated VC).  Today, Sweden’s sign is 
blue.  (This assumes that E, 15 referred to bus stop because signs were being renumbered 
for the updated VC of 1968.) 
 
See also this report’s Part I (page 33) for more detail on declarations and reservations, to 
be found in Table 11, rows 3, 4, 6, and 7.] 

 
 
 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
 
 

A good index is essential for the VC/EA/ Protocol on Road Markings.  The index attached to 
this document is far from thorough.  It lacks detail, and has omissions and incorrect 
categorization – all of which seriously impede use of the print publication and may render 
incomplete computer searches of the VC in pdf.  
 
EXAMPLES  
Confirmatory signage – It is indexed twice, once showing it appears in one place and  
     once showing it appears in two places.  Neither entry indicates the sign (G, 10) has a  
     diagram.  Diagrams for dozens of signs are not referenced.  
Multiple symbols on prohibitory signage – This entry for C, 4a/b is found under Built-up  
     Area.  Rules for C, 4a/b are in the VC and EA, but only the EA is indexed.  
Pedestrian signage – Crossing, prohibition, signals, and overpass/underpass are  
     referenced, but not D, 11a/b for pedestrians using separate and shared lanes.   
     However, D, 11a/b is found under “combination of signs,” the only entry there even  
     though the VC contains at least a half dozen combination signs.  
Temporary signage – Only one entry is indexed, whereas rules are in three places.  
 
A complete errata listing may exceed 25 pages, well beyond this report’s scope.  
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PART IIB 

SIGN ARRANGEMENT 
 
 

Using section A signs as an example, one approach to arranging signs within major and 
minor categories is presented in the table below.  The sign numbers do not flow in order 
from one sub-category to the next, which indicates that the current sign arrangement, 
despite its own logic, may be ready for reconsideration.  
 
Examples of related signs that are not adjacent or do not consistently follow a pattern may 
also be found in VC sign sections B, C, D, F, and/or G.  Among these are:  
     B, 3; B, 4; B, 5; B, 6 – your priority; not priority; not priority; your priority, respectively 
     C, 3h, 3m, 3n – dangerous, flammable/explosive, water polluting goods, respectively  
     C, 13; C, 17c/d – no overtaking; end of no overtaking, respectively 
     D, 4; D, 5; D, 11 – cycles; pedestrians; cycles/pedestrians, respectively 
     F, 3; F, 17 – telephone; emergency telephone, respectively 
     G, 2; G, 13 – no through road, side; no through road, straight ahead, respectively 
 
Many more examples are presented in Part I of this report. 

 
Proposed Rearrangement of Section A Signs in the VC and RE2 

 
TABLE 16 
CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY SUBJECT SIGN NUMBER 
Roadway Horizontal Alignment Bends 1a-d 

Vertical Alignment Slopes 2a-d, 3a-d 
Structures Hump Bridge, Swing Bridge, Jetty, 

Tunnel  
7b, 5, 6, E11a 

Road Surface Uneven Road, Dip, Shoulder, 
Gravel, Rocks, Slippery 

7a, 7c, 8, 10a/b, 
11a/b, 9 

Weather Snow/Ice, Fog, Wind 34, 36, 31 
   

Traffic Advance Control Give Way, Stop, Lights 20, 21a/b, 17a-c 
Traffic Flow & Control Narrowing, Speed Hump,  

Two-way Traffic 
4a/b, 7b, 23  

Intersections Crossroad, Side Roads, T, Y, 
Roundabout 

18a-g, 22 

Intersections & Priority Crossroad, Side Roads 19a-c 
Crossings, Motorized 
Transport 

Level Crossings, Trams, Airfield 25, 26a/b, 27, 
28a-c, 29a-c, 30 

Crossings/Traffic, Non-
Motorized Road Users 

Pedestrians, Children, Cyclists, 
Livestock, Wildlife 

12a/b, 33, 13, 
14, 15a/b 

   
Temporary  Road Work, Congestion, Crash 16, 24, 35 
Other   32 
Numbers within the right-hand column’s rows are intentionally not in order.  
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METHODOLOGY FOR SIGN NUMBERING  
 
 

To achieve consistency, adjacency for related concepts, and creation of slots for filling gaps 
in VC signage, it is necessary to consider revising the current numbering system.  A few 
examples, two of which incorporate ideas for added signs, are presented to illustrate how a 
new system may work.  A possible drawback is that the alphabetical portion of the 
proposed numbering is language-based (English).   
 
The first two examples pertain to all countries.  The last two examples are based on a white 
ground for permanent warning signs.  For signage with permanent yellow grounds, the 
examples become relevant by changing the images’ permanent white grounds to yellow 
and the images’ temporary yellow grounds to orange.  
 
TABLE 17.1 X Example of sign with one derivative; main sign E5  

MOTORWAY 
Start End Alternative for End 

     or    
E5 E5-E E5-E 

A green ground may be used instead of blue for E5 above and G22 below.  
 
TABLE 17.2 X Example of sign with five derivatives; main sign G22a-L  

 
 
TABLE 17.3X Example of sign with five derivatives; main sign A11-L  
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TABLE 17.4X Example of narrowing sign with five of its 11 derivatives; main sign A4b-L  

 
 

TABLE 17.5X Example of narrowing sign with its six widening derivatives   

 
 

TABLE 17.6X Numbering alternatives for End of Road Condition  
A4c-L A4c-R same as above same as above A4c-V-L A4c-V-R 

 
TABLE 17.7X Symbol alternatives   

 
The two yellow ground signs directly above are incorrect endings for start of a temporary condition 
in countries that have permanent white ground signs, and correct endings in countries that have 
permanent yellow ground signs.  This is because the road returns permanently to its former width.  
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WRITING STYLE 

 
 

In 2014, the English text of the VC seems out of date.  It is also verbose, a combination of 
British and American spelling, very precise in most places, and yet inconsistent in lacking 
precision elsewhere.  The document is longer than necessary, and difficult for non-native 
English speakers to understand.  
 
If the option exists to modernize, simplify, and shorten the document’s text and then 
retranslate it into French, Russian, and other languages, the task should be undertaken.  
Shortening should not mean removal of information, but rather removal of unneeded 
wording.  When words are chosen well, fewer words result in fewer misunderstandings.   
 
At the same time, a revised document would also lengthen if definitions are to be clarified, 
omissions in text rectified, gaps in signage filled, and more images added to guide 
implementers of the VC.   
 
To illustrate how the writing style may be improved, a paragraph (pages 3-4, article 1 (n)) 
was chosen at random and edited.  The result is 44 instead of 85 words, a reduction of 
nearly half, and hopefully having more clarity and quicker comprehension.  
 
 
ORIGINAL 
 "Motor vehicle" means any power-driven vehicle which is normally 

used for carrying persons or goods by road or for drawing on the 
road, vehicles used for the carriage of persons or goods. This term 
embraces trolley-buses, that is to say, vehicles connected to an 
electric conductor and not rail-borne. It does not cover vehicles, 
such as agricultural tractors, which are only incidentally used for 
carrying persons or goods by road or for drawing, on the road, 
vehicles used for the carriage of persons or goods; 

 

 
REVISION 
 "Motor vehicle" means any power-driven or power-drawn vehicle 

designed to carry persons or goods by road. This covers trolleybuses 
(non-railborne vehicles attached to electric cables).  It excludes such 
vehicles as agricultural tractors, which rarely carry, or draw trailers 
carrying, persons or goods by road; 
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CONCLUSION 
Part II 

 
 

The 1968 VC and its supplement of 1971 have remained in place for nearly 50 years, 
during which time roads grew in length, width, and complexity, the volume of motor vehicle 
and pedestrian traffic increased substantially, and technology for vehicles, signage, law 
enforcement, and telecommunications underwent major advancements.  To remain 
relevant, the VC needs re-examination from the perspective of fulfilling the needs of the 
new global society.  
 
Part IIA of this report provides extensive evidence for the necessity to revise the VC text 
and its signage.  This revision involves (1) editing the text to clarify its language and rectify 
omissions, mainly in sign definition and application, (2) rearranging signs for more logical 
placement and balance, (3) updating sign and symbol design to clarify visual meaning, 
remove inconsistencies, and fill gaps in signage, and (4) adding signs representing new 
concepts.   
    
The precedent for this examination resulted in the VC of 1968, which after 19 years 
reconstructed the road sign system of its predecessor – the Geneva Protocol on Road 
Signs and Signals of 1949.  Similarly, the current review of the VC after nearly five decades 
should be as systematic and as bold in considering revisions and additions.  
 
To be built on, a foundation must be strong.  It is why the fundamentals of VC signage 
should be questioned first before moving forward.  Do sign sections need restructuring?  Do 
any signs need reclassification, rearrangement, and/or renumbering?  Should any signs be 
deleted or added?  Should the VC cover other types of signage that road users encounter – 
hazard markers, VMS, vehicle-mounted signs, portable signs, hand-held paddles, and 
manual signaling, particularly for such vulnerable road users as cyclicts. Today, signaling 
by cyclists remains non-harmonized with gestures that have different meanings in different 
countries.  Some manual signaling for traffic police was part of the 1949 Protocol, but not 
part of the VC.  To aid traffic managers, all road-related signs should be in one document.   
 
In addition to the recommendations made throughout this report, another recommendation 
is to restructure the VC and create a separate document that couples an image of each 
sign with all its pertinent information for design and installation.  Offering such a document 
to national transport agencies would invite more countries to adopt the VC system of 
signage.  If this is undertaken, it should be done only after the VC is revised.  
 
This report advocates a system of signage that (1) has few “main” signs, which then have 
satellite or derivative signs to represent variations of the main sign, (2) has one sign instead 
of two when one symbol is able to deliver a clearer message, (3) has a uniform design 
across all sign sections, and (4) defines all design requirements with both graphics and text 
instead of solely with written descriptions.  
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Among this report’s many suggestions are to consider adding permanent signs (for 
instance, for warning: hump bridge, tunnel, electric cables, contraflow traffic, and 
pedestrians and cyclists sharing as separate from crossing the road; and for special 
regulations: U turn permitted, HOV lane, pedestrian zone, silver zone, and school zone) 
and addressing fuel economy and environmental protection with signs for carpool parking, 
synthetic fuels, electric vehicles, no idling, and low emission zone.  
 
Sign deletions should also be discussed.  The VC is in general too complicated, partly by 
offering alternatives used by only one or very few Contracting Parties or only by non-
Contracting Parties.  To reduce the level of complication, deleting those models and 
symbols that are a rarity is recommended.  Countries wishing to adopt the Convention and 
also retain unique signs or symbols may do so with declarations and reservations. 
 
To achieve the goals outlined above, this approach is recommended:  
 

• Create definitions for all basic sign concepts, such as road sign, vertical sign, road 
marking, VMS, traffic light signal, and all VC A-H sign section headings  

• Correct problematic language in the VC, especially by clarifying definitions of  
sign meaning 

• Identify inconsistencies in signage in the VC  
• Identify signs having more than one meaning  
• Review application of VC signage by Contracting Parties and determine how much 

variation in sign depiction and definition is accord with harmonization 
• Identify which signs may be deleted 
• Redesign signs according to one aesthetic and consistent design 
• Identify gaps in sign coverage 
• Determine which of these “missing” signs are in wide use 
• Choose which signs to add from among the “missing” signs 
• Identify new sign concepts to consider for addition 
• Identify all signs suitable for VMS and add them 
• Attempt to coordinate VC symbols with in-vehicle sign displays 
• Rearrange and renumber signs  

 
Both Parts IIA and IIB of this report were created to aid in implementing these steps.  
 
Also of assistance would be, on an international level, evaluating driver comprehension of 
the VC road signs and symbols and alternatives to these signs and symbols according to 
ergonomic principles of design.  These principles, as applied to signage, include spatial 
compatibility, conceptual compatibility, physical representation, visibility, and harmonization.  
Such research would provide scientific data on which to base informed decision-making, 
but funding for these types of projects is scarce.  
 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
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The VC itself speaks of the imperative nature of periodic modernization:  
 

to take into account technological advances and to address 
the growing demand from society in the areas of road safety 
and protection of the environment. * 

 
 
In recognition of the need to consider change on a broad scale, the UNECE’s Working 
Party on Road Traffic Safety (WP.1) created a subsidiary body: the Group of Experts on 
Road Signs and Signals.  This report, commissioned by the Secretariat to assist in 
achieving the Group’s goals of modernization and harmonization of VC signage, is 
respectfully submitted to the Secretariat for those purposes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*  Page viii, ¶ 6.   
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